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Abstract
We give the first differentially private algorithms that estimate a variety of geometric features
of points in the Euclidean space, such as diameter, width, volume of convex hull, min-bounding
box, min-enclosing ball etc. Our work relies heavily on the notion of Tukey-depth. Instead of
(non-privately) approximating the convex-hull of the given set of points P, our algorithms approx-
imate the geometric features of the κ-Tukey region induced by P (all points of Tukey-depth κ or
greater). Moreover, our approximations are all bi-criteria: for any geometric feature µ our pα,∆q-
approximation is a value “sandwiched” between p1´αqµpDPpκqq and p1`αqµpDPpκ´∆qq.
Our work is aimed at producing a pα,∆q-kernel of DPpκq, namely a set S such that (after a
shift) it holds that p1´αqDPpκq Ă CHpS q Ă p1`αqDPpκ´∆q. We show that an analogous notion
of a bi-critera approximation of a directional kernel, as originally proposed by [AHV04], fails to
give a kernel, and so we result to subtler notions of approximations of projections that do yield a
kernel. First, we give differentially private algorithms that find pα,∆q-kernels for a “fat” Tukey-
region. Then, based on a private approximation of the min-bounding box, we find a transformation
that does turn DPpκq into a “fat” region but only if its volume is proportional to the volume of
DPpκ ´∆q. Lastly, we give a novel private algorithm that finds a depth parameter κ for which the
volume of DPpκq is comparable to DPpκ ´∆q. We hope this work leads to the further study of the
intersection of differential privacy and computational geometry.
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1 Introduction
With modern day abundance of data, there are numerous datasets that hold the sensitive and personal de-
tails of individuals, yet collect only a few features per user. Examples of such low-dimensional datasets
include locations (represented as points on the 2D-plane), medical data composed of only a few mea-
surements (e.g. [SFIW17, WYH19]), or high-dimensional data restricted to a small subset of features
(often selected for the purpose of data-visualization). It is therefore up to us to make sure that the
analyses of such sensitive datasets do not harm the privacy of their participants. Differentially private
algorithms [DMNS06, DKM`06] alleviate such privacy concerns as they guarantee that the presence or
absence of any single individual in the dataset has only a limited affect on any outcome.
Often (again, commonly motivated by visualization), understanding the geometric features of such
low-dimensional datasets is a key step in their analysis. Yet, to this day, very little work has been
done to establish differentially private algorithms that approximate the data’s geometrical features. This
should not come as a surprise seeing as most geometric features — such as diameter, width,1 volume
of convex-hull, min-bounding ball radius, etc. — are highly sensitive to the presence / absence of a
single datum. Moreover, while it is known that differential privacy generalizes [DFH`15, BNS`16],
geometrical properties often do not: if the dataset P is composed on n i.i.d draws from a distributionP
then it might still be likely that, say, diampPq and diampPq are quite different.2
But differential privacy has already overcome the difficulty of large sensitivity in many cases, the
leading example being the median — despite the fact that the median may vary greatly with the addition
of a new entry into the data, we are still capable of privately approximating the median. The crux in
differentially private median approximation is that the quality of the approximation is not measured
by the actual distance between the true input-median and the result of the algorithm, but rather by the
probability mass of the input’s CDF “sandwiched” between the true median and the output of the private
algorithm. A similar effect takes place in our work. While we deal with geometric concepts that exhibit
large sensitivity, we formulate robust approximation guarantees of these concepts, guarantees that do
generalize when the data is drawn i.i.d. from some unknown distribution. And much like in previous
works in differential privacy [BMNS19, KSS20], our approximation rely heavily on the notion of the
depth of a point.
Specifically, our approximation guarantees are with respect to Tukey depth [TUK75]. Roughly
speaking (see Section 2), a point x has Tukey depth κ w.r.t. a dataset P, denoted TDpx,Pq “ κ , if
the smallest set S Ă P one needs to remove from P so that some hyperplane separates x from PzS has
cardinality κ . This also allows us to define the κ-Tukey region DPpκq “ tx P Rd : TDpx,Pq ě κu. So,
for example, DPp0q “Rd and DPp1q “ CHpPq (the convex-hull of P). It follows from the definition that
for any 1 ď κ1 ď κ2 we have CHpPq “ DPp1q Ą DPpκ1q Ą DPpκ2q. It is known that for any dataset P
and depth κ the Tukey-region DPpκq is a convex polytope, and moreover (see [Ede87]) that for any P of
size n it holds that DPpn{pd`1qq ‰H. Moreover, there exists efficient algorithms (in low-dimensions)
that find DPpκq.
One property of the Tukey depth, a pivotal property that enables differentially private approxima-
tions, is that it exhibits low-sensitivity at any given point. As noted by [BMNS19], it follows from the
very definition of Tukey-depth that if we add or remove any single datapoint to/from P, then the depth
of any given x PRd changes by no more than 1. And so, in this work, we give bi-criteria approximations
of key geometric features of DPpκq — where the quality of the approximation is measured both by a
multiplicative factor and with respect to a shallower Tukey region. Given a measure µ of the convex
polytope DPpκq, such as diameter, width, volume etc., we return a pα,∆q-approximation of µ — a value
lower bounded by p1´αqµpDPpκqq and upper-bounded by p1`αqµpDPpκ´∆qq. This implies that the
1The min gap between two hyperplanes that “sandwich” the data.
2For example, consider P as a uniform distribution over 2n discrete points whose diameter greatly shrinks unless two
specific points are drawn into P.
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Figure 1: An example showing that
DPpκq’s volume, width and proximity to
shallower regions can be greatly affected
by a single point in the input.
quality of the approximation depends on both the approximation parameters fed into the algorithm and
also on the “niceness” properties of the data. For datasets where µpDPpκ´∆qq « µpDPpκqq, our pα,∆q-
approximation is a good approximation of µpDPpκqq, but for datasets where µpDPpκ´∆qq " µpDPpκqq
our guarantee is rather weak. Note that no differentially private algorithm can correctly report for all
P whether µpDPpκqq and µpDPpκ ´∆qq are / are-not similar seeing as, as Figure 1 shows, such prox-
imity can be highly affected by the existence of a single datum in P. Again, this is very much in line
with private approximations of the median [NRS07, BNS13b]. Moreover, referring to the earlier dis-
cuss about generalizability — in the case where P is drawn from a distribution P , it is known that
@x P Rd , | 1n TDpx,Pq´TDpx,Pq| “ Op
b
d logpnq
n q [BF17], where TDpx,Pq denotes the smallest mea-
sure P places on any halfspace containing x. Thus, if DPpκq and DPpκ ´∆q vary drastically, then it
follows that the distributionP is “volatile” at depth κn .
Our main goal in this work is to produce a kernel for DPpκq. Non privately, a α-kernel [AHV04]
of a dataset P is a set S Ă P where for any direction u it holds that p1´ αqmaxp,qPPxp´ q,uy ď
maxp,qPS xp´ q,uy ď maxp,qPPxp´ q,uy. Agarwal et al [AHV04] showed that for any P there exists
such a kernel whose size is p1{αqOpdq. (Note how this implies that |P| " p1{αqOpdq since otherwise the
non-private algorithm may as well output P itself.) More importantly, the fact that S is a α-kernel
implies that p1´OpαqqCHpPq Ă CHpS q Ă CHpPq. It is thus tempting to define an analogous notion
of pα,∆q-kernel as “for any direction u we have p1´αqmaxp,qPDPpκqxp´q,uy ďmaxp,qPS xp´q,uy ďp1`αqmaxp,qPDPpκ´∆qxp´q,uy” and hope that it yields that p1´OpαqqDPpκq ĂCHpS q ĂDPpκ´∆q.
Alas, that is not the case. Having S Ă DPpκq turns out to be a crucial component in arguing about the
containment of the convex-hulls, and the argument breaks without it. We give a counter example in a
later discussion (Section 5). Therefore, viewing this directional-width approximation property as means
to an end, we define the notion of pα,∆q-kernel directly w.r.t. the containment of the convex bodies.
Definition 1. Given a dataset P and a depth parameter κ , a set S is called a pα,∆q-kernel for
DPpκq if there exists a point c1 such that p1´αqpDPpκq´ c1q Ă CHpS q´ c1 and a point c2 such that
CHpS q´ c2 Ă p1`αqpDPpκ´∆q´ c2q.
Note that in particular, a pα,∆q-kernel gives the pα,∆q-approximation of the projection along every di-
rection u proposed earlier (in quotation-marks above). In fact, a pα,∆q-kernel yields pα,∆q-approximations
of many other properties of DPpκq, such as volume, min-bounding box, min-enclosing / max-enclosed
ball radius, surface area, etc. Our work is the first to give a private approximation of any of these
concepts.
As it turns out, we are able to give a pα,∆q-kernel of DPpκq only when DPpκq satisfies some “nice-
ness” properties. We briefly describe the structure of our work to better explain these properties and how
they relate. We begins with multiple preliminaries — in Section 2 we establish background knowledge,
and in Sections 3 and 4 we establish some basic privacy-preserving algorithms for tasks we require later.
Based on these rudimentary algorithms, we turn our attention towards the design of a private kernel
approximation. In Section 5 we give our algorithm for finding a kernel, which works under the premise
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that the width of DPpκq is large. This means that our goal is complete if we are able to assert, using a pri-
vate algorithm, that DPpκq has large width. So, in Section 6, we give a private pOp1q,∆q-approximation
of the min-bounding box of DPpκq; and show that this box yields a transformation that turns DPpκq into
a region of large width, but only if the volumes of DPpκq and DPpκ ´∆q are comparable. Finally, in
Section 7, we give an algorithm that finds a value of κ for which is this premise about the volumes of
DPpκq and DPpκ´∆q holds, rendering us capable of privately finding a pα,∆q-kernel for this particular
DPpκq. We conclude in Section 8, where we detail the applications of having a pα,∆q-kernel and discuss
many open problems.
Providing further details about the private approximation algorithms we introduce in this work re-
quires that we first delve into some background details and introduce some key parameters.
The Setting: Low-Dimension and Small Granularity. Differential privacy deals with the trade-offs
between the privacy parameters, ε and δ , and an algorithm’s utility guarantee. Unlike the majority
of works in differential privacy, we don’t express these trade-offs based on the size n of the data.3
Instead, in our work we upper bound the ∆-term of a a private pα,∆q-approximation as a function of
the privacy- and accuracy-parameters, as well as additional two parameters. These two parameters are
(i) the dimension, d, which we assume to be constant and so npolypdq is still considered efficient for
our needs; and (ii) the granularity of the grid on which the data resides. In differential privacy, it is
impossible to provide useful algorithms for certain basic tasks [BNSV15] when the universe of possible
entries is infinite. Therefore, we assume that the given input P lies inside the hypercube r0,1sd and
moreover — that its points reside on a grid G d whose granularity is denoted as ϒ. This means that
each coordinate of a point p P P can be described using υ “ log2p1{ϒq many bits. We assume here
that 1{ϒ is large (say, all numbers are ints in C, so ϒ “ 2´32), too large for the grid to be efficiently
traversed. And so, for each pε,δ q-differentially private algorithm we present, an algorithm that returns
with a high probability of 1´β a pα,∆q-approximation of some geometric feature of DPpκq, we upper
bound the ∆-term as a function of pα,β ,ε,δ ,d,υq. (Of course, we must also have that κ ą ∆ otherwise
the algorithm can simply return r0,1sd .) In addition, we consider efficient any algorithm whose runtime
is pn ¨υ ¨ ε´1 ¨α´1 ¨ logp1{βδ qqpolypdq.
Furthermore, Kaplan et al [KSS20] gave a ε-differentially private algorithm for detecting whether
a given input P has degenerated κ-Tukey regions — namely, 0-volume polytopes that lie in some j-
dimensional subspace ( j ă d). Moreover, if DPpκq is degenerate, then the algorithm of [KSS20] returns
the affine subspace it lies in, so we can restrict our input to this subspace. We thus assume that as pre-
processing to our algorithms, this detection algorithm was run and that we have also established that n is
sufficiently large so that for sufficiently large κ it holds that DPpκq is non-empty (otherwise we abort).
And so, throughout this work we assume we deal with non-empty and non-0 volume Tukey regions.
Detailed Contribution and Organization. First, in Section 2 we survey some background in differ-
ential privacy and geometry. Our contributions are detailed in the remaining section and are as follows.
• In Section 3 we give an efficient implementation of the algorithm of [BMNS19] for privately finding
a point inside a convex hull. Beimel et al [BMNS19] constructed a function for Tukey-Depth Com-
pletion (TDC): given a prefix of 0 ď i ă d coordinates, each x P R is mapped to the max TD of a
point whose first i`1 coordinates are the given prefix concatenated with x. Beimel et al showed that
this TDC-function is quasi-concave (details in Section 3) and so one can privately find x P G with
high TDCpxq-value; so by repeating this process d times one finds a point with high TD. Unfortu-
nately, the algorithm Beimel et al provide is inefficient, as it requires pre-processing involving the
3 Though n comes into play in our work, both in requiring that for large enough κ we have that DPpκq ‰H and in bounding
∆, since if ∆ą n then it is trivial to give a pα,∆q-kernel. Moreover, ideally we would have that ∆ďadn logpnq so that both
DPpκq and DPpκ´∆q (roughly) represent the same Tukey-depth region w.r.t to the distribution the dataset was drawn from,
based on the above-mentioned bounds of [BF17].
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entire grid. We give an efficient algorithm for computing TDC. We show that by first finding all non-
empty κ-Tukey regions we can use LPs and so efficiently find the ď n points on the real line where
the TDC-function changes value. Therefore we can efficiently compute TDCpxq for any point on the
line and find the max-value of TDC on any interval efficiently. Next, applying an efficient algorithm
for privately approximating quasi-concave function gives an overall efficient algorithm with the same
utility guarantee as in [BMNS19].
We also show that the function that takes an additional parameter ` and maps x to mintTDCpxq,TDCpx` `qu
is also quasi-concave and can also be computed efficiently. The two functions play an important role
in the construction of following algorithms as we often rotate the space so that some direction v aligns
with first axis and then apply TDC to find a good extension of a particular coordinate along v into a
point inside a Tukey-region.
• In Section 4 we give our efficient private algorithms for pα,∆diamq-diameter approximation and pα,∆widthq-
width approximation, as well as two similar algorithms for some specific tasks we require later. While
the novelty of these algorithm lies in their premise, the algorithms themselves are quite standard and
rely on the Sparse-Vector Technique.
• In Section 5 we give our private pα,∆q-kernel approximation, that much like its non-private equiva-
lent [AHV04], requires some “fatness” condition. In fact, we have two somewhat different conditions.
Our first algorithm requires a known (constant) lower bound on widthpDPpκqq, and our second algo-
rithm requires a known (constant) lower bound on the ratio widthpDPpκqqdiampDPpκ´∆qq . More importantly, the
resulting sets from each algorithm do not satisfy an analogous property to the non-private kernel def-
inition of [AHV04], but rather more intricate properties regarding projections along any direction.
Thus, in Section 5.1, prior to presenting the two algorithms, we prove that these two properties are
sufficient for finding a pα,∆q-kernel. These results may be of independent interest.
Clearly, there exists neighboring datasets where one dataset satisfies this lower bound on the width
whereas its neighboring dataset violates the bound. Thus, no private algorithm can tell for any input
whether widthpDPpκqq is large or not; but in Section 5.4 we give a private algorithm that verifies
whether some sufficient condition for large width holds.
• We thus turn our attention to asserting that the fatness condition required for the kernel-approximation
algorithm does indeed hold. In Section 6 we give a private pc,∆q-approximation of the min bounding
box problem — it returns a box that (a) contains DPpκq and (b) with volume upper bounded by
c ¨ volpDPpκ ´∆qq. Then, in Section 6.3 we argue that if volpDPpκqq ě volpDPpκ ´∆qq{2 then
this procedure also gives an affine transformation T that makes widthpT pDPpκqq sufficiently large.
(Obviously, ifS is a pα,∆q-kernel for T pDPpκqq then T´1pS q is a pα,∆q-kernel for DPpκq.)
• In Section 7 we give a private algorithm for finding a “good” value of κ , one for which it does
hold that volpDPpκqq ě volpDPpκ ´∆qq{2. We formulate a certain query q where any κ for which
qPpκq is large must also be a good κ , and then give a private algorithm for finding a κ with a large
qPpκq-value. The ε-differentially private algorithm we give is actually rather novel — it is based on
a combination of the Exponential-Mechanism with additive Laplace noise. Its privacy is a result of
arguing that for any neighboring P and P1 where P1 “ PYtxu we can match κ with κ ` 1 so that
|qPpκq´ qP1pκ ` 1q| ď 1, and then using a few more observations that establish pure ε-differential
privacy (rather than pε,δ q-DP).
Our work thus culminates in the following theorem.
Theorem 2. There exists an efficient pε,δ q-differentially private algorithm, that for any sufficiently large
dataset P, where |P| ě Ω˜pd4υ ¨∆q, with probabilityě 1´β finds a κ and a setS such thatS is a pα,∆q-
kernel of DPpκq where ∆“ Op f pdqε ¨ p 1α q
d
2
b
logp 1δ q logp 1αβ qq for some function f pdq “ 2d
2 poly logpdq.
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In fact, it is also required that ∆ě∆BBpd,υ ,ε,δ ,β qwhere ∆BB is guarantee of the private min-bounding-
box algorithm, as detailed in Theorem 27; yet this lower-bound holds under a very large regime of
parameters. Moreover, there also exists a different algorithm that returns a somewhat better guarantee,
replacing f pdq with some f˜ pd,υq-function and reducing the dependency on α to p1{αq d´12 , and more
importantly — promising thatS Ă DPpκ´∆q.
Additional Works. In addition to the two works [BMNS19, KSS20] that privately find a point in-
side a convex hull, it is also worth mentioning the works regarding privately approximating the diame-
ter [NSV16, NS18] (they return a Op1q-approximation of the diameter that may miss a few points), and
the work of [KMMS19] that privately approximates a k-edges polygon yet requires a dataset of points
where many lie inside the polygon and many lie outside the polygon. No additional works that we know
of lie in the intersection of differential privacy and computational geometry. Computational geometry,
of course, is a rich fied of computer science replete with many algorithms for numerous tasks in geom-
etry. Our work only give private analogs to (a few of) the algorithms of [Cha02, AHV04], but there are
far many more algorithms to be privatized and the reader is referred to [Hp11] for a survey of the field.
Many works deal with computing the Tukey-depth and the Tukey region [RR98, LMM19], and others
give statistical convergence rates for the Tukey-depth when the data is composed of i.i.d draws from a
distribution [ZS00b, BF17, Bru19].
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Geometry
In this work we use x¨, ¨y to denote the inner-product between two vectors in Rd . A closed half-space is
defined by a vector u and a scalar λ and it is the set tx P Rd : xx,uy ď λu. A polytope is the intersection
of finitely many closed half-spaces. It is known that a polytope S is a convex body: for any x,y P S and
any λ P r0,1s it also holds that λx`p1´λ qy P S. Given a collection of points P, their convex-hull is the
set of all points that can be written as a convex combination of the points in P. For a polytope P and a
point x we define P´x as the shift of P by x (namely z P P´x iff Dy P P s.t. z“ y´x), and we define by
cP the blow-up of P by a scalar c.
An inner product xx,uy “ }x}}u}cosp=px,uqq is also known a projection of x onto the subspace
spanned by u. A projection onto a subspace ΠV maps any x P Rd to its closest point in the subspace V .
The following fact is well-known.
Fact 3. Let S be a convex body. Let u be any vector and let ΠKu be the projection onto the subspace
orthogonal to u. Denote ` as the max-length of the intersection of S with any affine line in direction u,
and denote A as the volume of the projection of S onto the subspace orthogonal to u, A“ volpΠKupSqq.
Then A¨`d ď volpSq ď A ¨ `.
The fact follows from reshaping S so that it is contained in the “cylinder” whose base is A and height is
`, and contains a “pyramid” with base of A and height of `.
The unit-sphere Sd´1 is the set of vectors in Rd of length 1. The diameter of the convex body P is
defined as diampPq “ maxp,qPP }p´q}, and it is simple to see that diampPq “ maxuPSd´1 maxp,qPPxp´
q,uy. The width of a convex body P is analogously defined as widthpPq “ minuPSd´1 maxp,qPPxp´
q,uy. A ζ -angle cover of the unit sphere is a set of vectors Vζ such that for any v P Sd´1 there exist u
such that =pu,vq ď ζ . It is known that each vector in the sphere can be characterized by d´ 1 angles
ϕ1,ϕ2, ...,ϕd´1 where ϕi P r0,2pis and for any other j, ϕ j P r0,pis. Therefore by discretizing the interval
r0,pis we can create a ζ -angle cover of size 2rpi{ζ sd´1.
Proposition 4. Let ζ ă 1{2. Let Vζ be a ζ -angle cover of Sd´1. Then for any u P Sd´1 the closest v PVζ
satisfies that }u´ v} ď ?2ζ .
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Proof. For a given u and its closest v we have that }u´v}2 “ xu´v,u´vy “ 2 ¨12´2 ¨12 cosp=pu,vqq ď
2´2cospζ q Taylorď 2´2p1´ζ 2qď 2ζ 2. The fact that ζ ă 12 allows us to lower bound the Taylor expansion
of cospζ q.
Tukey Depth. Given a finite set of points P Ă Rd , the Tukey depth [TUK75] of a point x P Rd w.r.t
P is defined TDpx,Pq “minuPSd´1 |tp P P : xp,uy ď xx,uyu|. It is also the min-size of a set S Ă P such
that there exists a hyperplane separating x from PzS. Given P and a depth parameter κ ě 0 we denote
the κ-Tukey region as DPpκq “ tx P Rd : TDpx,Pq ě κu. Note that DPp0q “ Rd and DPp1q “ CHpPq. It
is known that for any set of points P it holds that κ˚ “ maxx TDpx,Pq is upper bounded by |P|{2 and
lower bounded by |P|{pd`1q (see [Ede87]). It is also known that for any κ , the set DPpκq (assuming its
non-empty) is a convex polytope which is the intersection of all closed halfspaces that contain at least
n´κ`1 points out of P [RR98], this yields a simple algorithm to compute the κ-Tukey region in time
Opnpd´1qt d2 uq. There is a faster algorithm to compute the κ-Tukey region in time Opnd lognq [LMM19],
and so to compute all of the non-empty Tukey-regions in time Opnd`1 lognq. There is also an efficient
algorithm [Liu17] for computing the Tukey-depth of a given point in time Opnd´1 lognq.
2.2 Differential Privacy
Differential privacy is a mathematically rigorous notion of preserving privacy in data analysis. Formally,
two datasets P and P1 are called neighboring if they differ on a single datum, and in thus work we assume
that this means that |P4P1| “ 1.
Definition 5. A randomized algorithm A is said to be pε,δ q-differentially private (DP) if for any two
neighboring datasets P and P1 and for any set of possible outputs S it holds that PrrA pPq P Ss ď
eε PrrA pP1q P Ss`δ . When δ “ 0 we say A is ε-DP or ε-pure DP.
Differential privacy composes. Namely, ifA is pε,δ q-DP andB is pε 1,δ 1q-DP, then applyingA and
then applyingB sequentially on P is a pε`ε 1,δ`δ 1q-DP algorithm (even whenB is chosen adaptively,
based of A ’s output). Moreover, post-processing the output of a pε,δ q-DP algorithm cannot increase
either ε or δ . It is also worth noting the advanced-composition theorem of [DRV10], where the sequen-
tial application of k pε,δ q-DP algorithms yields in total an algorithm which is pεak lnp1{kδ q,2kδ q-DP
(provided ε ă 1). Since we deal with a constant dimension d, then whenever we compose polypdq-many
mechanisms, we rely on the basic composition; and whenever we compose exppdq-many mechanisms,
we rely on the advanced composition.
Perhaps most common out of all DP-algorithms is the Laplace additive noise. Given a function f that
maps inputs to real numbers, we define its global sensitivity GSp f q “ maxP,P1neighbors | f pPq´ f pP1q|. It
is known that outputting f pPq`LappGSpfq{εq is ε-DP. Unfortunately, many of the functions we discuss
in this work exhibit high global sensitivity, rendering this mechanism useless. It is also worth noting the
Sparse Vector Technique which is a ε-DP algorithm that allows us to assess t queries q1,q2, ..,qt , each
with GSpqiq “ 1, and halt on the very first query that exceeds a certain (noisy) threshold. Our algorithms
repeatedly rely on the SVT.
For more details on differential privacy the reader is deferred to the monographs [DR14, Vad17].
2.2.1 Private Approximation of Quasi-Concave Functions
In our work we use as “building blocks” several known techniques in differential privacy regarding
private approximations of quasi-concave functions. We say a function q : RÑ R is a quasi-concave
function if for any xď yď z it holds that
qpyq ěmintqpxq,qpzqu
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Quasi-concave functions that obtain a maximum (namely, there exists some x P R such that qpxq ě qpyq
for any other y PR) have the property that the maximum is obtained on a single closed interval I “ rx,ys
(we also consider the possibility of I containing only a single point, i.e., y“ x). Moreover, it follows that
on the interval p´8,xq the function q is a monotone non-decreasing function and on the interval py,8q
the function q is monotone non-increasing.
Perhaps more than any other application, approximating quasi-concave functions privately has been
successfully applied in private learning of thresholds or quantiles, in a fairly large body of works [KLN`08,
BNS13a, BNS13b, FX14, BNSV15, ALMM19, KLM`20]. Afterall, the function
qptq “ ´
ˇˇˇn
2
´|tx P P : xď tu|
ˇˇˇ
is a quasi-concave function that allows one to approximate the median of a given dataset P. We thus take
the liberty to convert previous papers discussing private quantile-approximation to works that approxi-
mate privately any quasi concave function. We thus summarize the results in the following theorem.
Theorem 6. Let q be any function q :RÑR satisfying (i) q is quasi-convace, (ii) q has global-sensitivity
1 and (iii) for every closed interval I one can efficiently compute maxxPI qpxq. Let G Ă R be a grid of
granularity ϒ“ 2´υ , and denote q˚ “maxxPG qpxq. Then, for any 0ă β ă 1{2 there exist differentially
private algorithms that w.p. ě 1´β return some x P G such that qpxq ě q˚´αqc where
αqcpε,δ ,β q“
$’’’&’’’%
Opυ`logp1{βqε q, using ε-DP binary-search
O˜p logpυ{βεδqε q, using the “Between Thresholds” Algorithm [BSU17]
O
ˆ
8log
˚pυq log˚pυq
ε ¨ logp log
˚pυq
βδ q
˙
using the “RecConvace” algorithm [BNS13b]
The first bound is given by standard ε-DP binary search algorithm (folklore). The second bound is
given by the rather intuitive “Between Threshold” algorithm of Bun et al [BSU17] where instead of the
standard counting function f pzq “ |tx P P : xď zu| we use the function f pzq “ max
xPp´8,zs
qpxq´ max
xPrz,8q
qpxq
and set thresholds close to 0 (indicating a maximization point of q). The third is from the RecConcave
algorithm [BNS13b] that deals with approximating quasi-concave function, a rather intricate algorithm.
We comment that it is unknown4 whether the more recent work [KLM`20] that improves upon the
bounds of RecConcave is applicable to general quasi-concave functions.
3 Tools, Part 1: The Tukey-Depth Completion Function
In this section we discuss the implementation of the following Tukey Depth Completion function. This
function takes as a parameter a i-long tuple of coordinates y¯, where 0 ď i ă d, and scores each x P R
with a value κ if the i`1 prefix y¯˝ x can be completed to a point with Tukey-depth of κ . Formally, we
present the following definition(s).
Definition 7. Fix d P N and let P be a collection of points in Rd . For any i-tuple of coordinates y¯ “
py1,y2, ...,yiq where 0ď iď d´1 we define the function TDCy¯ : RÑ R by
TDCPy¯ pxq “ maxpz1,z2,...,zd´1´iqPRd´i´1 TD
`py1, ..,yi,x,z1, .., .zd´1´iq,P˘ (1)
For any closed interval I “ ra,bs Ă R we overload the definition of TDC to denote
TDCPy¯ pIq “ max
xPra,bs
TDCPy¯ pxq (2)
4Uri Stemmer, private correspondence.
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note that for x P R it holds that TDCPy¯ pxq “ TDCPy¯ pIq for the closed (degenerate) interval I “ rx,xs.
Lastly, we introduce an additional variation that we will apply in our work. For any such y¯ and any
` P R we denote the following function.
`-TDCPy¯ pxq “mintTDCPy¯ pxq,TDCPy¯ px` `qu (3)
and similarly, use `-TDCPy¯ pIq “ maxxPI `-TDC
P
y¯ pxq. We omit the superscript P whenever the dataset is
clear.
It is worth noting that the definition of the TDC-function is w.r.t. the real Euclidean space and not just
points on a grid. Later we discuss the refinement of the grid required for finding a point whose TDC
w.r.t. the grid G d is equal.
We begin with a simple property of the TDC function, we show that the TDC-function, as well
as the `-TDC-function, are both quasi-concave functions. (The first part of the claim was proven
in [BMNS19].)
Proposition 8. Fix i and fix an i-tuple y¯. For any aď bď c on the grid we have that
TDCy¯pbq ěmintTDCy¯paq,TDCy¯pcqu
In addition for any `ą 0 we also have that
`-TDCy¯pbq ěmint`-TDCy¯paq, `-TDCy¯pcqu
Proof. If b“ a or b“ c then the claim trivially holds. Assuming aă bă c, denote b“ λa`p1´λ qc for
the suitable scalar λ P p0,1q. Denote κ “mintTDCy¯paq,TDCy¯pcqu. Let z¯a and z¯c be the two completions
such that TD
´
y¯ ˝ a ˝ z¯a
¯
,TD
´
y¯ ˝ c ˝ z¯c
¯
ě κ . It follows that the two points pa “
´
y¯ ˝ a ˝ z¯a
¯
and pc “´
y¯ ˝ c ˝ z¯c
¯
are in DPpκq. Due to the convexity of DPpκq it holds that the point pb “ λ pa`p1´λ qpc
also belongs to DPpκq. Since the i`1 coordinate of pb is b it follows that TDCy¯pbq ě κ .
As for the function `-TDCy¯, note that by definition
mint`-TDCy¯paq, `-TDCy¯pcqu “mintTDCy¯paq,TDCy¯pcq,TDCy¯pa` `q,TDCy¯pc` `qu def“ ρ
And since we have shown the quasi-concavity of TDC then we have that
TDCy¯pbq ěmintTDCy¯paq,TDCy¯pcqu ě ρ
and similarly that
TDCy¯pb` `q ěmintTDCy¯pa` `q,TDCy¯pc` `qu ě ρ
so it holds that
`-TDCy¯pbq “mintTDCy¯pbq,TDCy¯pb` `qu ě ρ “mint`-TDCy¯paq, `-TDCy¯pcqu
Having established the quasi-concavity of TDCy¯ it follows that on the real line the values of the
function ascend from 0 to the max-value, then descend back to 0. In particular, for any (integer) κ
from 0 to the max-value of the TDCy¯-function, there exists an interval raκ ,bκ s such that for any x P
raκ ,bκ s it holds that TDCy¯pxq ě κ . And so, we give an algorithm that finds these sets of nested intervals
traκ ,bκ suκą0, and then finds the maximum κ whose interval intersect the given point x or interval I.
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Algorithm 1 Pre-processing for Computing the TDC-function
Input: PĂ Rd ; an i-tuple y¯“ py1,y2, ..,yiq.
Output: A collection of nested intervals.
1: for each κ from 1 to n2 do
2: Compute the κ-Tukey region DPpκq.
3: Compute the intersection DPpκqXSy¯ where Sy¯ is the affine subspace Sy¯ “ ty¯˝ x¯ : x¯ P Rd´iu.
4: if (DPpκqXSy¯ “H) then break for-loop
5: Compute aκ and bκ where
aκ “minxe¯i`1, y¯˝ x¯y
s.t. x¯ P DPpκqXSy¯
and bκ “maxxe¯i`1, y¯˝ x¯y
s.t. x¯ P DPpκqXSy¯
6: end for
7: return the collection traκ ,bκ su
Theorem 9. For any 0 ď i ă d and any i-tuple y¯, Algorithm 1 runs in time polynomial in n and υ and
exponential in d and returns a collection of nested intervals such that for any interval I ĂR it holds that
TDCy¯pIq “maxtκ : IXraκ ,bκ s ‰Hu.
Proof. Since there are at most n{2 possible intervals returned by the algorithm and each is formed by
solving a LP in npolypdq constraints, the claim regarding the runtime of the algorithm holds. In fact, it is
known that the exact computation of the Tukey region takes T pn,dq“Opnpd´1qtd{2uq time, a computation
that returns a set of ď T pn,dq vetrices that form the boundary of the DPpκq-polytope. Thus, solving
each LP involves d´ i variables with T pn,dq many constraints, so it takes at most Oppd´ iq!T pn,dqq-
time [Sei91].
Secondly, each DPpκq is a convex polytope so its intersection with the (convex) affine subspace Sy¯
is also a convex polytope. Now, since for any κ ă κ 1 we have that DPpκ 1q ĂDPpκq then — denoting x¯κ 1
as the vector that obtains aκ 1 — we have that x¯κ 1 is a valid solution for the minimization LP for DPpκq
hence aκ ď xe¯i`1, y¯˝ x¯κ 1y “ aκ 1 , and similarly, bκ ě bκ 1 ; thus raκ 1 ,bκ 1s Ă raκ ,bκ s. This implies the set
of intervals are nested in one another.
Next fix any interval I Ă R. We argue that for any κ such that there exists some x P I that also
falls inside the interval raκ ,bκ s, we have that TDCy¯pxq ě κ , making TDCy¯pIq ě κ . The reason is the
following: denote the vectors u¯ “ `y¯ ˝ aκ ˝ z¯˘ and v¯ “ `y¯ ˝ bκ ˝ z¯1˘ as two vectors in DPpκqX Sy¯ that
obtain aκ and bκ . These vectors give that TDCy¯paκq ě κ and TDCy¯pbκq ě κ so by quasi-concaveness
we have that TDCy¯pxq ě k. This shows that TDCy¯pIq ěmaxtκ : IXraκ ,bκ s ‰Hu. Conversely, denote
κ˚ “ TDCy¯pIq, then for some x P I we have that TDCy¯pxq “ κ˚ which means that for some completion
u¯ “ `y¯ ˝ x ˝ z¯˘ P DPpκ˚qX Sy¯, and so we have that aκ˚ ď x ď bκ˚ as aκ˚ (resp. bκ˚) is a solution for
a minimization (resp. maximization) problem over a domain containing u¯. Thus IX raκ˚ ,bκ˚s ‰ H
making κ˚ ďmaxtκ : IXraκ ,bκ s ‰Hu.
Now, given the collection of intervals returned by Algorithm 1, which is in essence a set ofď 2κ˚ď n
points
a1 ď a2 ď ...ď aκ˚ ď bκ˚ ď bκ˚´1 ď ...ď b2 ď b1 (4)
on the real line where the TDCy¯-function changes its value, we argue that for any interval I computing
TDCy¯pIq is simple and can be done in Oplogpκ˚qq “Oplogpnqq-time by the following scheme. Denoting
I “ rp,qs we have:
• If qă aκ˚ then I is contained in the part of the real line where TDCy¯ is monotone non-decreasing,
thus TDCy¯pIq “ TDCy¯pqq, so using binary search we find κ such that aκ´1 ă q ď aκ and return
it.
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• Symmetrically, if pą bκ˚ then I is contained in the part of the real line where TDCy¯ is monotone
non-increasing, thus TDCy¯pIq “ TDCy¯ppq, so using binary search we find κ such that bκ ě p ą
bκ´1 and return it.
• Otherwise, qě aκ˚ and pď bκ˚ which means IXraκ˚ ,bκ˚s ‰H and so we return κ˚.
Next, in order to compute `-TDCy¯pxq we just compute TDCy¯pxq,TDCy¯px` `q and take the min of the
two values, so this takes Oplogpnqq time as well.
Lastly, in order to compute `-TDCy¯pIq, we append the collection of 2κ˚ change-points with the set
taκ`` : 1ď κ ď k˚uYtbκ´` : 1ď κ ď k˚u and sort the 4κ˚ points. This is a superset of all the change
points of `-TDCy¯: it is clear that between any pair of consecutive points pa1,b1q the function `-TDCy¯
takes the same value (because both pa1,b1q and pa1` `,b1` `q are contained in a pair consecutive points
among the original points in Eq (4)). We then compute the value of `-TDCy¯ on each interval using a
representative x P pa1,b1q and omit from the 4κ˚ any point in which the value of `-TDCy¯ doesn’t change.
As κ˚ ď n{2 then this takes Opn logpnqq. Once we have a sorted list of points on the real line where
the value of `-TDCy¯-function change, we can now compute the value of the quasi-concave function
`-TDCy¯pIq in a similar fashion to computing TDCy¯ in Oplogpnqq-time.
Extension. We comment that the above-algorithm works for any set of convex polytopes C1 ĄC2 Ą
C3 Ą .. with at most npolypdq-vertices each. We will rely on the this fact later, when we work with
projections of the various Tukey-regions. However, one of the key uses to the TDC-function we rely on
is when we rotate directions so that the first axis aligns with a given direction v. In such a case, this is
equivalent to rotating the set P, so we use the notation TDCRvpPqy¯ and on occasion just TDC
Rv
y¯ .
Grid Refinement. This establishes that for any 0ď iď d´1 and any y¯ there exists an efficient (with
pre-processing time of Opd!ndpd´1q{2q and query time of Oplogpnqq) algorithm that computes TDCy¯pxq
and `-TDCy¯pxq. But as Beimel et al [BMNS19] noted, it is not a-priori clear that the coordinates of the
completion lie on the same grid G d we start with.
To this we provide two answers. The first, which we prefer by far, is that we can keep using the
same grid G , and each time we find a point p we instead of formally stating “we find a point p inside
the convex body” we use “we find a point p within distance
?
dϒ from a point inside the convex body.”
After all, our work already deals with approximations, so under the (rather benign) premise that the
diameter of the convex body is sufficiently larger than ϒ, this little additive factor changes very little in
the overall scheme.
The second answer is to use a refinement of the grid G into some G 1. This approach is described
here, in order for our results to be comparable with the results of [BMNS19, KSS20] regarding finding a
point inside the convex-hull. However, past this section we assume this refinement has already happened
as a pre-processing step for our analysis and so we set G Ð G 1 and continue with the remainder of the
algorithms as is.
In order to construct the grid G 1, we begin with the observation of Kaplan et al [KSS20] that for
any κ , the vertices of DPpκq lie on a grid G˜ d with granularity of ϒ˜ “ d ´dpd`1q2 ϒd2 . We also use the
notation ξ “ 1{ϒ˜. We argue inductively that when applying TDC-sequentially to reveal the coordinates
of a point inside the convex hull, we obtain a point p whose ith coordinate lies on a grid of granularity
lower bounded by
śi
j“1pϒ˜{
?
jq j. Note, this makes our grid (much like the grid in [BMNS19]) highly
unbalanced: on the first axis it suffices to use a discretization of ϒ˜, but on the d-th axis we require a
discretization of pϒ˜{?dqOpd2q.
The claim is proven inductively. Let taiκ ,biκuκ˚κ“1 be the collection of coordinates returned by Al-
gorithm 1 in the process of computing TDCy¯pxq where for each i the prefix y¯ is precisely the first i
coordinates of p. Now, for i “ 1 it is clear that each a1κ or b1κ is a coordinate of some vertex of DPpκq
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and so it has granularity ϒ˜. Thus it suffices to place the grid G˜ on the r0,1s-interval find use a DP-
algorithm that returns a point on this grid, and so the first coordinate p1 has granularity ϒ˜. Now, for
each i`1, the coordinates ai`1κ ,bi`1κ are the i`1-coordinates of two vertices of DPpκqXSpp1,..,piq. For
brevity we denote p¯“ pp1, .., piq. Such a vertex is found when we take a pi`1q-facet of DPpκq, whose
vertices we denote as v1,v2, ...,vi`1, and find the intersection of Sp¯ with this facet. So we check if there
exists a point in this facet whose first i coordinates are p¯ and if so, retrieve its i`1-coordinate. Namely,
we see if p¯ is a convex combination of the i` 1 vectors which are the i-prefixes of the facet’s vertices,
denoted as v¯1, ..., v¯i`1; if indeed for some convex combination p¯“ři`1j“1λ jv¯ j then the i`1-coordinate isři`1
j“1λ jv
j
i`1. Finding this convex combination requires that we solve a system of i`1 linear constraints
Mλ¯ “ pp¯,1q where each column of M is composed of the i-dimensional vector v¯ j concatenated with 1,
and the RHS is composed of p¯ concatenated with 1. Thus λ¯ “M´1p p¯,1q, and the i` 1 coordinate we
are after is a dot-product of M´1pp¯,1q with the vector u¯ “ pv1i`1,v2i`2, ...,vi`1i`1q whose coordinates lies
on G˜ .
Note that M is composed of coordinates that lie on G˜ as it is composed of prefixes of vertices of
DPpκq and ones. Thus each coordinate of M has granularity ϒ˜, and so ξM is an integer matrix with
entries in r0,ξ s. By Hadamard’s inequality, detpξMq ď p?i`1ξ qi`1, and so, writing pξMq´1 using
the adjugate formula, each entry of pξMq´1 can be written as a fraction with a denominator of not
larger than p?i`1ξ qi`1. By our induction hypothesis, each coordinate of pp1, .., piq can be written as a
rational fraction with the same denominator, and the denominator doesn’t exceed
śi
j“1p
?
jξ q j. Lastly,
by definition each coordinate of u¯ can be written as a fraction with denominator ξ , so ξ u¯ is a vector of
integers. This means that xM´1p p¯,1q, u¯y “ xξ ¨ pξMq´1pp,1q, u¯y “ xpξMq´1pp¯,1q,ξ u¯y can be written
as a rational fraction where its denominator doesn’t exceed
śi`1
j“1p
?
jξ q j.
This proves that the level of discretization we require for any axis is bounded below by
d´
pd`1qpd`2q
4 ¨ ϒ˜´ pd`1qpd`2q2 “ d´Opd4qϒ d4`3d3`2d22 ě ϒ4d4 (assuming d´1 ą ϒ).
Summary. Now that we refined the grid from G to G 1 with granularity ϒ4d4 “ 2´υp4d4q, we can apply
any DP-algorithm that w.p.ě 1´β returns a point on G 1 with roughly the same value of the maximal
value. This gives a DP-algorithm that returns w.p.ě 1´ β a point x P G 1 with either TDCy¯-value or
`-TDCy¯-value which is αqcp¨, ¨, ¨q-close to the max-possible value on the grid. Altogether, we have the
following corollary.5
Corollary 10. Fix ε ą 0, δ ě 0, β P p0,1{2q. There exists an efficient pε,δ q-DP-algorithm, denoted
DPPointInTukeyRegion, that takes as input a dataset P and a parameter κ where DPpκq ‰H and
w.p. ě 1´β returns a point x¯ P pG 1qd whose Tukey-depth is at least
κ´dαqcpε
d
,
δ
d
,
β
d
q ě n
d`1 ´dα
qcpε
d
,
δ
d
,
β
d
q (5)
In particular, for any κ ě 0 we return a point of Tukey-depth ě κ provided n“Ωpdκ`d2αqcp εd , δd , βd qq
“
$’’&’’%
Ωpdκ`d3 d4υ`logpd{βqε q, Using the ε-DP binary-search
Ω˜pdκ`d3 logpdυ{βεδqε q, Using the “Between Thresholds” algorithm
Ωpdκ`d3 8log
˚pdυq log˚pdυq¨logpd log˚pυq{δβq
ε q, Using the “RecConcave” algorithm
(6)
Again, we comment that quantitatively, the results are just as those obtained by [BMNS19]. The key
improvement of our work is the runtime which decreases from polyp1{ϒq to polypυq.
Similarly, we also obtain the following corollary.
5Note that we have not bothered applying the advanced composition theorem [DRV10] since we assume d is a small
constant.
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Corollary 11. Fix ε ą 0, δ ě 0, β P p0,1{2q and also `ą 0. Denote
κ˚ “maxt1ď κ ď n
2
: Dp1, p2 P DPpκq where their first coordinates satisfy p21´ p11 ě `u
Given `, there exists a pε,δ q-DP-algorithm that w.p. ě 1´β returns a pair of points x¯, y¯ P pG 1qd s.t.
y1´ x1 “ ` and where the Tukey-depth of both x¯ and y¯ is at least κ˚´dαqcp ε2d´1 , δ2d´1 , β2d´1q
“ κ˚´
$’’&’’%
Opd2 d4υ`logpd{βqε q, Using the ε-DP binary-search
O˜pd2 logpdυ{βεδqε q, Using the “Between Thresholds” algorithm
Opd2 8log
˚pυq log˚pυq¨logpd log˚pυq{δβq
ε q, Using the “RecConcave” algorithm
The idea behind Corollary 11 is that we first find x1 using our DP-algorithm for approximating
`-TDC, and set the first coordinate of x¯ to be x1 whereas the first coordinate of y¯ is set as x1` `. We
then continue and find the rest of the coordinates of x¯ one by one, and the same for y¯. Since we run
the algorithm for `-TDC once, and run the TDC algorithm twice for each of the pd ´ 1q remaining
coordinates of x¯ and y¯, we divide the privacy budget by 2d´1 per each execution of the algorithm.
Comment. Note that, as mentioned above, in the reminder of the paper we either avoid refining the
grid any further and rely on an additive ϒ-approximation, or alternatively refine the grid and apply the
rest of the algorithms in this work after setting υ Ð pd4` 1qυ , namely setting υ as the log-of the new
grid size.
4 Tools, Part 2: Approximating the Diameter & Width of a Tukey-Region
4.1 The Diameter
Recall, given the dataset P, we denote the κ-Tukey region as DPpκq and in this section our goal is to
approximate the diameter of DPpκq, defined as diamκ “ maxa,bPDPpκq }b´ a}. Yet, it is clear that the
diameter, as well as other properties (such as the volume, width, etc.) of the κ-Tukey region are highly
sensitive to the presence or absence of a single datum. Thus, our work returns an approximation ` which
is a pα,∆q-approximation, in the sense that
p1´αqdiamκ ď `ď diamκ´∆ (7)
Clearly, since DPpκq ĂDPpκ´∆q then diamκ ď diamκ´∆; yet the question whether diamκ´∆ is compa-
rable to diamκ or not is data-dependent. (Obviously, we comment that `{p1´αq is an upper bound on
diamκ , a fact we occasionally require.)
In order to find such a diameter-approximation, we leverage on the idea of discretizing all possible
directions, which is feasible in constant-dimension Euclidean space. We rely on a ζ -angle cover of the
unit-sphere, Vζ , for a suitably chosen ζ . Specifically, we use the following property.
Proposition 12. For any ζ ă 1{2 and for any set PĂ Rd we have that
p1´ζ 2qdiampPq ďmax
vPVζ
max
a,bPPxb´a,vy ď diampPq
Proof. On the one hand, for any v P Vζ and any a,b P P we have that xb´ a,vy ď }b´ a} ď diampPq
so clearly the maximum over all Vζ and all pairs of points in P doesn’t exceed this upper bound. On
the other hand, denoting a and b as the two points in P that obtain its diameter, and denoting uab as the
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direction of the straight-line going from a to b, we know that there exists a direction v PVζ whose angle
with uab is at most ζ , thus
xb´a,vy “ x`a`}b´a} ¨ua,b˘´a,vy “ }b´a} ¨ xuab,vy ě diampPqcospζ q Taylorě p1´ζ 2qdiampPq
hence the maximum is at least this lower bound.
Based on the discretization Vζ , our approximation is fairly straight-forward, as it uses the Sparse-
Vector Technique (SVT). For each ` we pose the query
qPp`q “max
vPVζ
max
xPR `-TDC
RvpPqpxq (8)
where Rv is a rotation that sets v as the first vector basis, namely v
RvÞÑ e1, and RvpPq “ tRvppq : p P Pu.
In other words, we rotate the standard basis so that the projection onto v becomes the first coordinate,
then run the query `-TDC
`p´8,8q˘.
Algorithm 2 DPTukeyDiam Approximate Tukey-Region Diameter
Input: PĂ G d Ă r0,1sd of a given size n; privacy loss ε ą 0 approximation parameters α,β ą 0; Tukey
depth parameter κ ě 0.
1: Set ζ “aα{2 and T “ r2υ`lnpdqα s.
2: Sample X „ Lapp3ε q.
3: Set the seqeunce of T `1 lengths `i “
?
dp1´α{2qi for i“ 0,1,2...,T .
4: Iterate on i from 0 to T . For each i sample Yi „ Lapp3ε q. Halt on the first i satisfying
Yi`qPp`iq “ Yi`max
vPVζ
max
xPR `i-TDC
RvpPqpxq ě κ´ 6ε logppT `2q{β q`X
5: return `i if halted on some i and 0 otherwise.
Theorem 13. Algorithm 2 is a ε-DP algorithm that w.p. ě 1´ β returns a value ` which is pα,∆q-
approximation of diamκ for ∆diampε,β q “ 12logppT`2q{βqε “ Op logppυ`logpdqq{αβqε q.
Proof. First, Algorithm 2 is ε-DP since it applies the SVT over T ` 1 queries of global sensitivity 1.
(Since for any x we have that `-TDCpxq has global sensitivity of 1, then a maximum of such queries over
a fixed set also has global-senstivity of 1, see [BLR08].) Second, note that w.p. ě 1´β it holds that all
the random variables in the SVT never exceed 3logppT`2q{βqε “ ∆4 in magnitude. Under this event, since
our halting condition is that the noisy answer of the query ě κ´ ∆2 it follows that upon reaching a query
where qPp`q ě κ we must halt, and for the query we halt on it must be that qP ě κ´∆.
Now, consider any ` such that ` ď p1´α{2qdiamκ , and note that for the two points a,b P DPpκq
obtaining diamκ and for some v PVζ we have xb´a,vy ě p1´ζ 2qdiamκ ě p1´α{2qdiamκ ě `. Thus,
it must hold that qPp`q ě κ . Thus, if we denote i0 “minti PN : `i ď p1´α{2qdiamκu then qPp`i0q ě κ
and so we halt at some iď i0. By the minimality of i0 we have that
?
dp1´α{2qi0 ď p1´α{2qdiamκ ă?
dp1´α{2qi0´1 and so we return `i ě `i0 “
?
dp1´α{2qi0 ą p1´α{2q2diamκ ą p1´αqdiamκ .
Conversely, for the i on which we do halt we have that qPp`iq ě κ ´∆. It follows that there exists
two points a1,b1, both of Tukey-depth at least κ´∆ whose projection over some v PVζ isě `i. But since
xb1´a1,vy ď }b1´a1} ď diamκ´∆ then we have that diamκ´∆ ě `i
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4.2 The Width
We now turn our attention to the width estimation of the Tukey region DPpκq. Informally, the width of a
set is the smallest “sandwich” of parallel hyperplanes that can hold the entire set; namely — of all pairs
of parallel hyperplanes that bound the given set we pick the closest two, and the gap between them is
the set’s width. Formally, widthκ “ minv: }v}“1 maxa,bPDPpκq |xb,vy´xa,vy|. Much like the in the case
of the diameter, widthκ can also be drastically effected by the presence or absence of a single datum.
Thus, our private approximation gives a pα,∆q-approximation of the width, where we return a value w
such that
p1´αqwidthκ ď wď p1`αqwidthκ´∆
Non-private width estimation is tougher problem than diameter estimation, and involves solving
multiple LPs [DGR97]. It is tempting to think that, much like the approach taken in Section 4.1, a similar
discertization/cover of all directions ought to produce a p1`αq-approximation of the width. Alas, this
approach fails when the width is very small, and in fact smaller or proportional to the discretization
level. Somewhat surprisingly, the contra-positive is also true — when the discretization is up-to-scale,
then we can easily argue the correctness of the discretization approach.
Proposition 14. Fix any α ą 0. Given a set P Ă Rd with diameter D and width w, if we set ζ ď
mint αw?
2D
, 1{2u and take Vζ as a ζ -angle cover of the unit-sphere, then we have that
wďmin
vPVζ
max
a,bPPxb´a,vy ď p1`αqw
Proof. Since Vζ Ă Sd´1 then obviously
w“ min
vPSd´1
max
a,bPPxb´a,vy ďminvPVζ maxa,bPPxb´a,vy
Now, let v be the direction on which the width of P is obtained, i.e. w “ maxa,bPPxb´ a,vy. Denote
u PVz as a vector whose angle with v is at most ζ , which by Proposition 4 is of distanceď
a
ζ to v. This
implies that for any a,b P P it holds that
xb´a,uy “ xb´a,vy´xb´a,v´uy ď w`}b´a} ¨ }v´u} ď w`D ¨?2ζ ď w`αw
Thus maxb,aPPxb´a,uy ď p1`αqw implying that minvPVζ maxa,bPPxb´a,vy ď p1`αqw.
Following Proposition 14 we present our private approximation of widthκ . This approximation too
leverages on the query `-TDC for a decreasing sequence of lengths `1 ą `2 ą ..., however, as opposed to
Algorithm 2, with each smaller ` we also use a different discretization of the unit sphere. Details appear
in Algorithm 3.
Theorem 15. Algorithm 3 is a ε-DP algorithm that w.p. ě 1´ β returns a value ` which is pα,∆q-
approximation of widthκ for ∆widthpε,β q “ 12logppT`2q{βqε “ Op logppυ`logpdqq{αβqε q.
In the statement of Theorem 15 we use the naı¨ve upper bound of diamκ ď
?
d and naı¨ve lower bound
of Bě ϒ. Prior to proving the theorem, we need to establish two properties of the query qPp`iq used by
Algorithm 3.
Claim 16. Fix any P Ă r0,1sd , any κ ě 0, any ` ą 0, any D where D ě diampDPpκqq, any ζ ă 12 and
any Vζ which is a ζ -angle cover of the unit sphere. Then for the query qPp`iq “minvPVζ maxxPG `i-TDC
RvpPqpxq
we have that (i) if widthpDPpκqq ě ` then qPp`q ě κ; and (ii) if widthpDPpκqq ď p1´αq` and ζ ď α`2D
then qPp`q ă κ .
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Algorithm 3 DPTukeyWidth Approximate Tukey-Region Width
Input: PĂ G d Ă r0,1sd of a given size n; privacy loss ε ą 0 approximation parameters α,β ą 0; Tukey
depth parameter κ ě 0; an upper-bound D on the diameter of DPpκq and a lower bound B on the width
of DPpκq.
1: Set T “ r2lnpD{Bqα s.
2: Set the sequence of T `1 lengths `i “ Dp1´α{2qi for i“ 0,1,2...,T .
3: Sample X „ Lapp3ε q.
4: for i from 0 to T do
5: Set ζ “mintα`i4D ,1{2u and Vζ as the ζ -angle cover of the unit-sphere.
6: Denote qPp`iq “min
vPVζ
max
xPR `i-TDC
RvpPqpxq where Rv is a rotation that sets v as the first vector basis,
namely v RvÞÑ e1.
7: Sample Yi „ Lapp3ε q and break loop if Yi`qPp`iq ě κ´ 6ε logppT `2q{β q`X
8: end for
9: return `i if halted on some i and 0 otherwise.
Proof. Clearly, if widthpDPpκqq ě ` then due to the convexity of DPpκq, in any direction v on can find
two a,b PDPpκq where xb´a,vy “ `ďwidthκ . Setting x“ xa,vy, we have that `-TDCRvpPqpxq ě κ and
so qPp`q ě κ .
Conversely, suppose widthpDPpκqq ď p1´αq` and denote u as the direction on which the width is
obtained. Let v PVζ be a vector whose angle with u is at most ζ . We argue that maxa,bPDPpκq `-TDCRvpPqă
κ which shows qPp`q ă κ . ASOC that there does exist a pair of points a,b PDPpκq such that xb´a,vy “
`. By the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 14, we have that
widthκ ě xb´a,uy “ xb´a,vy`xb´a,u´vy ě `´}b´a}}u´v} ě `´D ¨
?
2ζ ě `´ α`?
2
ą p1´αq`
which contradicts the assumption that widthpDPpκqq ď p1´αq`.
Proof of Theorem 15. Much like in the proof of Theorem 13, it is evident that our algorithm is ε-DP
since it applies the SVT over T `1 queries of global sensitivity 1. Also, note that w.p. ě 1´β it holds
that all the random variables in the SVT never exceed 3logppT`2q{βqε “ ∆4 in magnitude. We continue our
proof under the assumption this event hold, and since our algorithm adds noise to threshold of ě κ´ ∆2
it follows that upon reaching a query where qPp`q ě κ we must halt, and for the query we halt on it must
be that qP ě κ´∆.
Based on Claim 16, we have that by iteration i0 “ minti : `i ď widthpDPpκqqu we must halt, and
so we return `i ě `i0 ě p1´α{2qwidthpDPpκqq. Similarly, denoting the query on which we halt as i,
then we have that if it were the case that p1´α{2q`i ě widthpDPpκ´∆qq then the value of the query is
ă κ ´∆ and we would continue. Thus p1´α{2q`i ă widthpDPpκ ´∆qq implying `i ă widthpDPpκ ´
∆qq{p1´α{2q ă p1`αqwidthκ´∆ Thus, under our event (of bounded random noise) we return a pα,∆q-
approximation of the width of DPpκq.
On the runtime of our algorithms. Denoting Rn as the runtime of executing the maxx `-TDCpxq
query and using T to denote the number of queries used in the SVT, it is fairly straight-forward that
Algorithm 2 can be implemented in time OpT |Vζ |q ¨Rn “ O˜p υα ¨α´
d´1
2 ¨Rnq. (Also, the algorithms in the
following subsection are even easier to implement than the diameter-approximation algorithm and so
they are also efficient.) Algorithm 3 however requires we refine the discretization Vζ with each iteration.
In the extreme case where we only rely on the naı¨ve lower bound of B ě ϒ and we indeed reach the
last iteration T , the refinement we use is smaller than ϒ making the runtime of the algorithm polyp1{ϒq
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rather than polypυq. That is why in our work we rely on having a particular lower bound, of either
1{2d ¨ 5d pd!q or 1{p4d5{2 ¨ 5d ¨ pd!qq. The reason for these particular bounds will become clear in later
sections (specifically, Section 6.3).
4.3 Additional Tools: Max Projection and Large-Depth Direction
Next, we give two similar algorithms for two particular tasks we will require later. The two algorithms
may be of independent interest, although they do not provide an approximation of a well-studied quantity
such as the diameter or width of a convex-set. These two algorithms are based on the SVT and they are
both even simpler than the algorithm for approximating the diameter. We thus omit their proofs and
merely describe them and state their correctness.
Max-Projection. First we deal the problem of approximating the max projection along any fixed direc-
tion v of DPpκq. The algorithm for approximating the max-projection on a given direction is remarkably
similar to Algorithm 2 and in fact, is even simpler. Its guarantee is also similar: it returns a pα,∆q-
approximation of the length of the longest projection from a given point p in direction v. Namely, it
returns a number ` satisfying p1´αqmaxxPDPpκqxx´ p,vy ď `ďmaxxPDppκ´∆qxx´ p,vy. The algorithm
and its correctness are stated below. Note that the algorithm requires some a-priori knowledge about
DPpκq—not only does it need to be provided a point p inside DPpκq, it also requires an upper-bound D
on diamκ .
Algorithm 4 DPMaxProjection: Approximate Tukey-Region Max-Projection along a Given Di-
rection
Input: P Ă G d Ă r0,1sd of a given size n; privacy loss ε ą 0, approximation parameters α,β ą 0;
Tukey-depth parameter κ ě 0; a given direction (unit-length vector) v; a point p P DPpκq; an upper
bound D on the diameter of DPpκq.
1: T “ r2υ`2lnpDqα s.
2: Sample X „ Lapp3ε q.
3: Set the sequence of T `1 lengths `i “ Dp1´α{2qi for i“ 0,1,2...,T .
4: Compute xÐ xp,vy
5: Iterate on i from 0 to T . For each i sample Yi „ Lapp3ε q. Halt on the first i satisfying
Yi`TDCRvpPqpx` `iq ě κ´ 6ε logppT `2q{β q`X
where Rv is a rotation that sets v as the first vector basis, namely v
RvÞÑ e1.
6: return `i if halted on some i and x otherwise.
Theorem 17. Algorithm 4 is a ε-DP algorithm that w.p. ě 1´β returns a value ` which satisfied
p1´αq max
xPDPpκq
xx´ p,vy ď `ď max
xPDppκ´∆max´projq
xx´ p,vy
where ∆max´projpε,β q “ 12logppT`2q{βqε “ Op logppυ`logpdqq{αβqε q.
Note that in the bound of Theorem 17 we relied on the naı¨ve upper bound of diamκ ď
?
d. Clearly,
if D!?d then we get a tighter bound on ∆max´proj.
Large-TDC Direction. Second, we deal with a problem of finding a good direction v where there a
point q, where xq,vy takes a particular value and q has large Tukey-depth. Formally, our algorithm takes
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as input a particular point p and a scalar λ , a candidate set of possible directions V , and a Tukey-depth
parameter κ . It returns (w.h.p.) a directions v where there exists a point q of large Tukey-depth and
where xq,vy “ xp,vy`λ (if such a direction exists).
Algorithm 5 DPLargeTDCDirection: Finds v where some point q or large Tukey-depth exists
such that xq,vy is given
Input: P Ă G d Ă r0,1sd ; privacy loss ε ą 0, approximation parameters β ą 0; Tukey-
depth parameter κ ě 0; a given set of directions (unit-length vectors) V ; a point p; a
scalar λ .
1: T “ |V |.
2: for each v PV do
3: Compute xÐ xp,vy`λ
4: Sample Yv „ Lapp3ε q.
5: if TDCRvpxq`Yv ě κ´ 6lnpT`1q{βqε `X , where Rv is a rotation that sets v as the first vector basis
(namely v RvÞÑ e1), then return v and halt.
6: end for
7: return K.
Theorem 18. Algorithm 5 is a ε-DP algorithm that, given a point p, a scalar λ and a set of possible
directions V , returns w.p. ě 1´β a direction v P V such that there exists a point q with Tukey-depth
κ´∆LargeTDCDirpε,β q where xq,vy “ xp,vy`λ , with ∆LargeTDCDirpε,β q “ 12lnpp|V |`1q{βqε “Op logp|V |{βqε q
(if such a direction exists).
5 Private Approximation of a Kernel — For a “Fat” Tukey Region
5.1 Different Notions of Kernels and Various Definitions of Fatness
Before we give our algorithm(s) for finding a kernel of a Tukey-region, we first discuss our goal — what
it is we wish to output, and our premise — the kinds of datasets on which we are guaranteed to release
such outputs. Recall, our goal is to give a differentially private algorithm that outputs a collection of
pointsS which is a pα,∆q-kernel of DPpκq. Namely, thisS satisfies that
p1´αqDPpκq Ă CHpS q Ă p1`αqDPpκ´∆q (9)
Clearly, if two convex bodies A ĂB then for any projection Π we have that ΠpA q Ă ΠpBq. (In fact,
this holds for any affine transformation, not just projections.) In particular, ifS is a pα,∆q-kernel, then:
@ direction u, p1´αq max
pPDPpκq
xp,uy ď max
pPCHpS q
xp,uy ď p1`αq max
pPDPpκ´∆q
xp,uy (10)
It is actually easy to see that the two are equivalent conditions.
Proposition 19. Assume that the origin 0¯ is a point in DPpκq. LetS be a set that satisfy that for every
direction u it holds that p1´αqmaxpPDPpκqxp,uy ď maxpPCHpS qxp,uy ď p1`αqmaxpPDPpκ´∆qxp,uy;
thenS is a pα,∆q-kernel.
Proof. CHpS q is the intersection of a finite number, k, of closed half-spaces. Thus there exist k vectors
v1, ...vk and k scalars λ1, ...λk such that CHpS q “ tx PRd : @vi, xx,viy ď λiu. For any vi,λi we have that
for any p P DPpκq where xp,viy ě 0 it holds that
xp1´αqp,viy ď p1´αq max
pPDPpκq
xp,viy ď max
pPCHpS q
xp,viy ď λi
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Figure 2: An example showing that the property of Equa-
tion (11) doesn’t imply that p1´αqDPpκq Ă CHpS q. Sup-
pose DPpκq is an equilateral triangle of edge-length 2r and
S happens to be a ball of diameter 2 ¨0.99 ¨r (and DPpκ´∆q
is a much larger region). Note that S does satisfy Equa-
tion (11) for α “ 0.01 yet 0.99DPpκq Ć CHpS q. (E.g,
the ball containing DPpκq must have radius ě 2?3 r whereas
CHpS q is contained inside a ball of radius 0.99r.)
In particular, for the origin, 0¯ P DPpκq this shows that p1´αqx0¯,viy “ 0 ď λi proving that λi is non-
negative. Thus, for any p where xp,viy ă 0 we obviously have xp1´αqp,viy ă 0 ď λi. And so p1´
αqDPpκq Ă CHpS q. The proof that CHpS q Ă p1`αqDPpκ ´∆q is symmetric, since we now know
0¯ P p1´αqDPpκq Ă CHpS q.
It is worth noting that in addition to the property in (10), if S is a pα,∆q-kernel of DPpκq then it
also holds that
@ direction u, p1´αq max
p,qPDPpκq
xp´q,uy ď max
p,qPCHpS q
xp´q,uy ď p1`αq max
p,qPDPpκ´∆q
xp´q,uy (11)
In the standard, non-private, setting, the definition of a directional-kernel [AHV04] is a set S that is
required to satisfy both the property in (11) (with ∆“ 0) and the property that S Ă DPpκq. These two
properties together yield the desired property of a kernel given in (9). It turns out that in our setting, with
∆ą 0, since it doesn’t necessarily hold thatS Ă DPpκq, then property (11) does not guarantee that we
output pα,∆q-kernel. Figure 2 illustrates such a setting.
In our work, we give algorithms that satisfy variations of property (10). We give now the respective
claims showing that each variation indeed yields a pα 1,∆q-kernel.
Claim 20. LetS be a set that satisfies the following property in regards to DPpκq and DPpκ´∆q:
@ direction u, max
pPDPpκq
xp,uy´α ¨widthκ ď max
pPCHpS q
xp,uy ď max
pPDPpκ´∆q
xp,uy`α ¨widthκ´∆ (12)
then, setting α 1 “ 2α
b
d` 12 , there exists two vectors p1 and p2 s.t. we can shift DPpκq and DPpκ´∆q
and have that p1´α 1qpDPpκq´ p1q Ă CHpS q´ p1 and CHpS q´ p2 Ă p1`α 1qpDPpκ´∆q´ p2q.
Proof. We first argue about the relation between CHpS q and DPpκ ´∆q. Denote the convex polytope
DPpκ ´∆q as the intersection of a finite number, k, of closed half-spaces: tx P Rd : xx,viy ď λiu. We
continue and leverage on the fact (see [GK92]) that any convex body with width w must contain a ball
of radius at least w
?
d`2
2pd`1q . Let p2 be the center of this ball, and so DPpκ´∆q´ p2 is a shift of DPpκ´∆q
where this ball is centered at the origin. Note that the origin is not only a point inside this shifted convex
polytope, it is also a point of distance at least widthκ´∆
?
d`2
2d`2 of all hyperplanes bounding it. Thus, based
on for this particular shift, we can redefine the closed halfspaces and have that DPpκ´∆q “Şitx PRd :
xx´ p2,viy ď λiu where we also have that each λi ě widthκ´∆
?
d`2
2d`2 .
For any closed halfspaced parameterized by vi,λi we have that for any x P CHpS q it holds that
xx´ p2,viy ď max
xPCHpS q
xx,viy´xp2,viy ď max
xPDPpκ´∆q
xx,viy`α ¨widthκ´∆´xp2,viy
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“ max
xPDPpκ´∆q
xx´ p2,viy`α ¨widthκ´∆ ď λi` 2d`2?
d`2αλi ď p1`2α
b
d` 12qλi
This proves that CHpS q´ p2 Ă p1`α 1qpDPpκ´∆q´ p2q.
Next, we show that there exists p1 such that p1´αqpDPpκq ´ p1q Ă CHpS q ´ p1. We start by
comparing widthpCHpS qq to widthκ . Let u be the direction on which the width of CHpS q is obtained.
We thus have that
widthpCHpS qq “ max
a,bPCHpS q
xa´b,uy “ max
aPCHpS q
xa,uy´ min
bPCHpS q
xb,uy
“ max
aPCHpS q
xa,uy` max
bPCHpS q
xb,´uy
ě max
aPDPpκq
xa,uy` max
bPDPpκq
xb,´uy´2α ¨widthκ
“ max
a,bPDPpκq
xa´b,uy´2α ¨widthκ ě widthκp1´2αq
This implies that in any direction u we have that maxpPDPpκqxp,uy ď maxpPCHpS qxp,uy`α ¨widthκ ď
maxpPCHpS qxp,uy ` α1´2α ¨widthpCHpS qq. We can now apply the above argument and have that
DPpκq ´ p1 Ă p1` 2α1´2α
b
d` 12qpCHpS q´ p1q for some p1. Thus, p1´2α
b
d` 12qpDPpκq´ p1q Ă
CHpS q´ p1.
As discussed, our first algorithm yields a set S that (w.h.p.) satisfies the premise of Claim 20
and therefore it is a pα,∆q-kernel. Similarly, the second algorithm we provide (under slightly different
conditions) yields the premise of the following claim.
Claim 21. Fix α ă 1{6 and letS ĂDPpκ´∆q be a set that satisfy the following property in regards to
DPpκq. There exists a point c P DPpκqXS such that:
@ direction u, p1´αq max
pPDPpκq
xp´ c,uy ď max
pPCHpS q
xp´ c,uy`α ¨widthκ (13)
then there exists a vector b such that we can shift DPpκq and CHpS q by b and have that
DPpκq´bĂ p1`α 1qpCHpS q´bq
for α 1 “ α1´α p1` 4
b
d` 12q; and we also have that CHpS q Ă DPpκ ´∆q. Thus, obviously, S is a´
α 1
1`α 1 ,∆
¯
-kernel of DPpκq.
Proof. First, since S Ă DPpκ ´∆q then it is obvious that CHpS q Ă DPpκ ´∆q. The difficulty lies in
showing the first part.
We start by a similar argument to the one in the proof of Claim 20, comparing widthpCHpS qq to
widthκ . Let u be the direction on which the width of CHpS q is obtained. We thus have that
widthpCHpS qq “ max
a,bPCHpS q
xa´b,uy “ max
aPCHpS q
xa´ c,uy´ min
bPCHpS q
xb´ c,uy
“ max
aPCHpS q
xa´ c,uy` max
bPCHpS q
xb´ c,´uy
ě p1´αq max
aPDPpκq
xa´ c,uy`p1´αq max
bPDPpκq
xb´ c,´uy´2α ¨widthκ
“ p1´αq max
a,bPDPpκq
xa´b,uy´2α ¨widthκ ě widthκp1´3αq
This implies that in any direction u we have that maxpPDPpκqxp´ c,uy ď 11´α maxpPCHpS qxp´ c,uy`
α
1´α ¨widthκ ď 11´α maxpPCHpS qxp´ c,uy` αp1´αqp1´3αq ¨widthpCHpS qq.
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Now, based on a claim from [GK92], we know that CHpS q contains a ball, centered at some point
z, such that its radius is at least widthpCHpS qq
?
d`2
p2d`2q . Thus we denote the convex polytope CHpS q
as CHpS q “Şitx P Rd : xx´ z,viy ď λiu where for every i it holds that λi ě widthpCHpS qq?d`22d`2 ě
widthκp1´3αq
?
d`2
2d`2 .
Set β “ 1
1`4
?
d` 12
P r0,1s, and denote b “ p1´β qz`βc. Note that b P CHpS q due to convexity.
Moreover, since for every vi it holds that @x,xx´ z,viy ď λi iff xx´ b,viy ď λi`βxz´ c,viy, then we
can rewrite CHpS q as CHpS q “ Xitx P Rd : xx´ b,viy ď λi` βxz´ c,viyu. So, as our goal is to
show that DPpκq´bĂ p1`α 1qpCHpS q´bq. Namely, we show that all x P DPpκq satisfy xx´b,viy ď
p1`α 1qpλi`βxz´ c,viyq for any vi,λi.
Fix any closed halfspace parameterized by vi,λi and any x P DPpκq. We have that
xx´b,viy “ xx´ c,viy`xc´b,viy
ď 1
1´α maxpPCHpS qxp´ c,viy`
α
1´α ¨widthκ `xc´b,viy
ď 1
1´α maxpPCHpS qxp´b,viy`
1
1´α xb´ c,viy`λi
αp2d`2q
p1´αqp1´3αq?d`2 ´xb´ c,viy
ď 1
1´α
`
λi`βxz´ c,viy
˘`λi αp2d`2qp1´αqp1´3αq?d`2 ` α1´α xp1´β qpz´ cq,viy
“ λi`λi α1´α `λi
αp2d`2q
p1´αqp1´3αq?d`2 `
β `α´αβ
1´α xz´ c,viy
“ λi
„
1` α
1´α
ˆ
1` 2d`2p1´3αq?d`2
˙
`
ˆ
β ` α
1´α
˙
xz´ c,viy
Note that p1`α 1qβ “
´
1` α1´α ¨ 1β
¯
β “ β ` α1´α . The key point here is that we have equality, not
inequality, and this allows us to ignore partitioning into cases and see whether xz´ c,viy is positive or
not. Plugging in this equality into the above bound we get
xx´b,viy ď
”
1` α1´α
´
1` 2d`2p1´3αq?d`2
¯ı
λi`p1`α 1qβxz´ c,viy ď p1`α 1qλi`p1`α 1qβxz´ c,viy
where the last inequality holds because λi ą 0 and because
α
1´α
´
1` 2d`2p1´3αq?d`2
¯
ď α 1 “ α1´α p1`4
b
d` 12q
(Since α ď 1{6 then 2d`2p1´3αq?d`2 ď 4 d`1?d`2 ď 4
b
d` 12 .)
Definition of Fantess. In the following subsection we detail our algorithms whose respective outputs
satisfy the premise of Claims 20 and 21. Unfortunately, we were unable to find an algorithm that returns
a kernel for any DPpκq. Much like in the non-private setting [AHV04], in order to give an algorithm
that outputs a kernel of DPpκq we must require DPpκq satisfies a certain “fatness” property. In the
standard, non-private setting, a convex polytope DPpκq is called cd-fat if there exists a constant cd ě 1
(depends solely on the dimension d) where diampDPpκqq ď cdwidthpDPpκqq (see [AHV04]). Alas, our
differentially private algorithm requires something stronger. Formally, we define the follow various
notions of fatness.
Definition 22. Given a dataset P, we say that its κ-Tukey region is
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• pcd ,∆q-fat if it holds that widthκ ě 1cd diamκ´∆.
• pcd ,∆`,∆´q-fat if it holds that widthκ`∆` ě 1cd diamκ´∆´ .
• cd-absolutely fat if widthκ ě 1cd .
The following properties are immediate from the various definitions.
• If DPpκq is pcd ,∆q-fat then for any 0ď∆1ď∆ it is also pcd ,∆1q-fat. In particular it is also pcd ,0q-fat
which is the standard, non-private, definition of fatness.
• If DPpκq is pcd ,∆q-fat then for any c1d ě cd it is also pc1d ,∆q-fat.
• DPpκq is pcd ,∆`,∆´q-fat iff DPpκ`∆`q is pcd ,p∆``∆´q q-fat.
• If DPpκq is pcd ,∆`,∆´q-fat then for any ∆˜` ď ∆` and ∆˜´ ď ∆´ it holds that DPpκq is also
pcd , ∆˜`, ∆˜´q-fat.
• Since PĂ r0,1sd , then for any κ 1 we have that diamκ 1 ď diampPq ď
?
d. It follows that if DPpκq
is cd-absolutely fat, then it is also pcd{
?
d,∆q-fat for any ∆.
Discussion. It is clear that the fatness properties (i.e., non-private cd-fat, pcd ,∆q-fat, cd-absolutely fat)
can be violated by the addition or removal of a single datapoint to/from P. Therefore, no differentially
private algorithm can always assert w.h.p. whether DPpκq is fat or not, nor estimate its fatness parameter
cd . We therefore proceed as follows. In the next few subsections we give our differentially private
algorithms for fat Tukey-regions. That is, in Subsection 5.2 we assume that DPpκq is cd-absolutely fat
and return a set S that satisfies the premise of Claim 20; and in Subsection 5.3 we assume DPpκq is
pcd ,∆q-fat and return a set S which satisfies the premise of Claim 21. Moreover, in Subsection 5.4
we propose a heuristic that, assuming DPpκq is pcd ,κ1,κ2q-fat for some particular values of κ1,κ2,
returns an estimation of cd . But more importantly, in Sections 6 and 7 we show how to privately find a
transformation T that turns T pDPpκqq into a fat dataset. This transformation relies on the promise that
volpDPpκqq ě 12 volpDPpκ ´∆qq, a promise which DPpκq may not satisfy. However, in Section 7 we
show how to find a value κ˚ where DPpκ˚q does satisfy this promise, allowing us to convert DPpκ˚q
into a fat Tukey-region and then produce a kernel for DPpκ˚q.
5.2 Private Kernel Approximation Under “Absolute Fatness”
In this section, we work under the premise that DPpκq is cd-absolutely fat, that is, that widthκ ě 1{cd .
For some instances, we are able to privately check whether DPpκq is cd-absolutely fat — if it happens to
be the case that DPpκ`∆widthq is cd-absolutely fat, we can apply Algorithm 3 and verify it is indeed the
case. Moreover, even when DPpκq isn’t absolutely-fat, in Sections 6 and 7 we discuss at length how to
privately find a parameter κ and a mapping T that transforms DPpκq into a absolutely-fat Tukey-region.
For absolutely fat Tukey-regions, we are able to give a pretty simple algorithm: we traverse a fine
enough grid and add a point toS if it is in a vicinity of a point in DPpκq. Details appear below.
Theorem 23. Algorithm 6 is an efficient, pε,δ q-DP algorithm that returns w.p. ě 1´β a setS that sat-
isfies for every direction u that maxpPDPpκqxp,uy´α ¨widthκ ďmaxpPS xp,uyďmaxpPDPpκ´∆kernelqxp,uy´
α ¨widthκ´∆kernel , where ∆kernel “ Op
dp cd
?
d
α qd{2
?
logp1{δq logp cd dαβ q
ε q.
Proof. First, to see that Algorithm 6 is efficient, note that k “ Oppcd
?
d{αqdq. For each of the k cubes
in Gζ we find the largest κ 1 such that DPpκ 1qXC ‰ H using a LP, thus we are able to answer of the
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Algorithm 6 Private Kernel Approximation of an Absolutely-Fat Tukey Region
Input: Dataset PĂ Rd ; Approximation parameter 0ă α,β ă 1{2; privacy parameters ε,δ ą 0; Tukey
depth parameter κ and fatness parameter cd .
1: Set ζ Ð α
cd
?
d
. Let Gζ be the partitioning of the unit-cube r0,1sd to subcubes of edge-length ζ .
2: Set kÐ |Gζ | and ε0 Ð ε2?k logp1{δq , β0 Ð
β
k .
3: InitS ÐH.
4: for each C P Gζ do
5: if (maxxPC TDpx,Pq`YC ě κ´ lnp1{β0qε0 where YC „ Lapp 1ε0 q) then
6: Add the center of C toS .
7: end if
8: end for
9: return S
maxxPC TDpx,Pq queries in poly-time. (In fact, it is enough to check for each cube that some vertex of
DPpκ 1q exists on each of the 2d-sides of the cube.)
Second, Algorithm 6 is clearly pε,δ q-DP since it relies on k queries, each with sensitivity of 1. Thus,
“budgeting” the additive Laplace mechanism with privacy-loss parameter of ε0 turns the entire algorithm
to pε,δ q-DP algorithm based on the advanced composition theorem [DRV10].
We continue under the event that for each C P Gζ we picked a random variable YC such that |YC| ď
lnp1{β0q
ε0 , an event we know to hold with probability ě 1´β . Under this event, two things must occur:
(i) for any C where some xC PC has Tukey-depth ě κ we place a point yC PS , and (ii) for any C where
we place its center point yC PS there exists some zC PC with Tukey-depth of at least κ ´ 2lnp1{β0qε0 “
κ´∆kernel. Note that }xC´ yC},}yC´ zC} ď
b
dp ζ2 q2 “ α2cd ď αwidthκ2 .
We rely on these two implications to show that indeed we output a pα,∆kernelq-kernel of DPpκq. Fix
any direction u. Let a P DPpκq be the point that obtain the directional-max of DPpκq, and let ya be a
point inS that is of distance ď α¨widthκ2 from a. We thus have that
max
pPDPpκq
xp,uy “ xa,uy “ xya,uy`xa´ ya,uy
ď xya,uy` α ¨widthκ2 ďmaxpPS xp,uy`α ¨widthκ
Similarly, denote p as the points inS that obtains the directional width along u, and let zp be a point
of depth ě κ´∆kernel closest to p. Again, we have that
max
zPS xa,uy “ xp,uy “ xzp,uy`xp´ zp,uy ď xzp,uy`
α ¨widthκ
2
ď max
pPDPpκ´∆kernelq
xp,uy`α ¨widthκ´∆kernelpuq ď p1`αqwκ´∆kernelpuq
5.3 Private Kernel Approximation Under a pcd,∆q-Fatness Assumption
In this section we give a different algorithm for finding a pα,∆q-kernel of DPpκq under the notion of
pcd ,∆q-fatness (recall Definition 22), namely that widthκ ě diamκ´∆cd . Why do we present this algorithm
in addition to the previous one? After all, if we know that the given dataset is pcd ,∆q-fat we can run
Algorithm 2 to find an approximation of diamκ´∆, use the algorithm in Corollary 10 to find a point
p P DPpκq, and then inflate the ball around p and have that the resulting dataset is cd-absolutely fat.
The answer is composed of several facts. First, the above-mentioned suggestion for turning DPpκq
into a cd-absolutely fat might fail, since there are datasets where it may return a number much greater
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than diamκ´∆. (Recall, the guarantee of Algorithm 2 is based on diamκ´∆ and diamκ´∆´∆diam , and
the latter could potentially be much larger than the former.) But even if this was not the case, there
are additional reasons for presenting a dedicated algorithm for pcd ,∆q-fat Tukey regions. First and far
most, there are datasets which are cd-absolutely fat yet are pc1d ,∆q-fat for a significantly smaller c1d ă cd .
Secondly, under a certain regime of parameters it may yield a smaller ∆ then Algorithm 6 — it is scaled
down by a factor of dd{4
a
cd{α (which significant for the large cd values we introduce) at the expense of
added polypdq-factors. In addition, the guarantee of the returned kernel S is slightly better: it actually
satisfies that S Ă DPpκ´∆q, which makes it so that CHpS q Ă DPpκ´∆q (without the rescaling by a
factor of p1`αq and without some unknown shift).
So throughout this section, we assume we know that for the given κ , our input dataset is pcd ,∆q-fat
and so we produce a pα,∆q-kernel for it (for the same value of ∆). In fact, in order to avoid confusion
with the definition of ∆kernel from Theorem 23, we denote the change to the Tukey depth by Γkernel in
this subsection and the following.
The algorithm we discuss here mimics its non-private kernel analogue, where one uses a ζ -angle
cover Vζ of the unit-sphere, with ζ « αcd . We start by finding some c P DPpκq using the algorithm
from Corollary 10. Then, iterating through all directions in Vζ , we find a point in DPpκ´Γkernelq which
approximately maximizes the projection along the given direction. Our algorithm is thus provided below.
Algorithm 7 Private Kernel Approximation of a pcd ,∆q-Fat Tukey Region
Input: Dataset P Ă Rd ; Approximation parameter 0 ă α,β ă 1{2; privacy parameters ε ą 0,δ ě 0;
Tukey depth parameter κ and fatness parameter cd .
1: Set ζ Ðmint α
2
?
2cd
,1{2u. Let Vζ be a ζ -angle cover of the unit sphere of size 2ppi{ζ qd´1.
2: Set kÐ dp|Vζ |`1q and ε0 Ð ε2?k logp2{δq , δ0 Ð
δ
2k , β0 Ð βk .
3: Find c P DPpκq by setting κ˚ “ κ`dαqcpε0,δ0,β0q and applying the algorithm from Corollary 10
with κ˚.
4: InitS Ð tcu.
5: for each v PVζ do
6: Compute `v Ð DPMaxProjectionpε0,β0,c,v,κq approximated to a factor of p1´αq.
7: Using the rotation Rv that maps v as the first standard axis, complete the first coordinate x “
xc,vy` `v to a point qv by applying TDCpε0,δ0,β0q for d´1 times.
Add qv toS .
8: end for
9: return the pair pc,S q
Theorem 24. Given ε ą 0,δ ą 0,α ą 0,β ą 0 and cd ě 1, set
Γkernelcd “
$’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
Op d
3
2 p cdα q
d´1
2
?
logp 1δ q
`
υ`d logpdcd{αβq
˘
ε q, using ε-DP binary-search
O˜p d
5
2 p cdα q
d´1
2
?
logp 1δ q logpυdcd{εδαβq
ε q, using “Between Thresholds”
O
˜
d
5
2 p cdα q
d´1
2
?
logp 1δ q logp dcdυαβδ q8log
˚pυq log˚pυq
ε
¸
, using “RecConcave”
(14)
Let P Ă G d be a dataset where (i) for κ˚ “ κ`dαqcpε0,δ0,β0q, its κ˚-Tukey region is non empty, and
(ii) its κ-Tukey region is pcd ,Γkernelcd q-fat. Then Algorithm 7 is an efficient pε,δ q-differentially private
algorithm that when applied to P returns w.p. ě 1´ β a set S and a point c P S which satisfies
(i) S Ă DPpκ ´Γkernelq and (ii) for every direction u it holds that p1´αqmaxpPDPpκqxp´ c,uy ď
maxpPS xp´ c,uy`α ¨widthκ .
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Proof. First, we argue this algorithm is efficient. This is clear, since Vζ is of size 9pcd{αqd´1 and
(initially and) for each direction we run an efficient TDC-function (as discussed in Section 3).
Second, this algorithm is pε,δ q-DP due to the advanced composition theorem of [DRV10], and
the fact that overall we apply k pε0,δ0q-differentially private subprocedures. Furthermore, since each
subprocedure has a probability of β0 of failure, we continue this proof under the assumption that no
subroutine has failed and all guarantees are satisfied, which happens with probabilityě 1´kβ0 “ 1´β .
We thus have that c has Tukey depth of ě κ˚´dαqcpε0,δ0,β0q “ κ thus c P DPpκq. Moreover, for
each direction v PVζ we have `v satisfies p1´αqmaxpPDPpκqxp´ c,vy ď `v ďmaxpPDPpκ´∆max´projpε0,β0qq
where ∆max´projpε0,β0q“Op logp
υ`logpdq
αβ0
q
ε0 q“Op
?
k logp1{δq logp kpυ`logpdqqαβ q
ε q by Theorem 17. As k“Opdp cdα qpd´1qq
we get that ∆max´proj“Op
?
d3p cdα q
d´1
2 logpυdcd{αβq
?
logp1{δq
ε q. Then, by Corollary 10 we have that the point
qv retrieved for direction v have Tukey-depth of κ´∆max´proj´pd´1qαqcpε0,δ0,β0q“ κ´Γkernel where
Γkernel “ Op
d
3
2 p cdα q
d´1
2 logpυdcd{αβ q
b
logp 1δ q
ε
q`Opdαqcp εb
d logp 1δ qp cdα q
d´1
2
,
δ
dp cdα qd´1
,
β
dp cdα qd´1
qq
“ Opd
3
2 p cdα q
d´1
2 logpυdcd{αβ q
a
logp1{δ q
ε
q`
$’’’’’&’’’’’%
Op d
?
d logp1{δqp cdα q
d´1
2 pυ`logpdp cdα qd´1{βqq
ε q
O˜p d
?
d logp1{δqp cdα q
d´1
2 logpd2p cdα q2pd´1qυ{βεδq
ε q
O
˜
d
?
d logp1{δqp cdα q
d´1
2 8log
˚pυq log˚pυq¨logp d2p
cd
α q2pd´1q log˚pυq
βδ q
ε
¸
“
$’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
Op d
3
2 p cdα q
d´1
2
?
logp 1δ q
`
υ`d logpdcd{αβq
˘
ε q, using ε-DP binary-search
O˜p d
5
2 p cdα q
d´1
2
?
logp 1δ q logpυdcd{εδαβq
ε q, using “Between Thresholds”
O
˜
d
5
2 p cdα q
d´1
2
?
logp 1δ q logp dcdυαβδ q8log
˚pυq log˚pυq
ε
¸
, using “RecConcave”
And so, it follows thatS Ă DPpκ´Γkernelq.
Next, we argue that for any u P Sd´1 it holds that p1´αqmaxpPDPpκqxp´c,uy ďmaxpPS xp´c,uy`
α ¨widthκ for the point c chosen by the algorithm (which we know to be in DPpκq). Fix any direction u.
Let p˚ P DPpκq be the point obtaining maxpPDPpκqxp´ c,uy and denote mu “ xp˚´ c,uy. Denote v PVζ
as the nearest direction (of angle at most ζ ) to u, and recall that }u´ v} ď ?2ζ ď α2cd . It follows that
xp˚´ c,vy “ xp˚´ c,uy`xp˚´ c,v´uy ě mu´}p˚´ c}}u´ v} ě mu´ αdiamκ2cd
As a result, it holds that maxpPDPpκqxp´ c,vy ě mu´ αdiamκ2cd and thus `v ě p1´αqpmu´ αdiamκ2cd q. Let
qv be the point in S Ă DPpκ´Γkernelq which we picked for direction v and whose projection onto v is
precisely `v`xc,vy. We therefore have that Thus,
max
qPS xq´ c,uy ě xqv´ c,uy “ xqv´ c,vy`xqv´ c,u´ vy ě `v´diamκ´Γkernel}u´ v}
ě p1´αqpmu´ αdiamκ2cd q´diamκ´Γkernel
α
2cd
ě p1´αqmu´ αpdiamκ `diamκ´Γkernelq2cd ě p1´αqmu´
2α ¨diamκ´Γkernel
2cd
fatnessě p1´αqmu´α ¨widthκ
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5.4 Coping with the Relation between cd and Γkernelcd
Theorem 24 implies that we are able to privately output a pα,Γkernelq-kernel for datasets which are a-
priori guaranteed to be pcd ,Γkernelq-fat, where Γkernelcd is a function of multiple parameters, including cd .
Yet, when cd is not a-priori given, it is unclear how to verify the “right” cd , seeing as it is unclear the
diameter of which Tukey-region κ 1 “ κ ´Γpcdq we should compare to the width of DPpκq. The non-
private approach would be to try multiple values of cd but this leads to multiple (sensitive) queries about
the input.
We offer two solutions to this problem. One is a heuristic, and so — while we believe it does work
for many datasets — it is not guaranteed to always work. This is the solution we discuss in this section.
The other, which is guaranteed to work but involves choosing a particular κ , is discussed at length in the
following sections.
The heuristic we pose here is based on the work of Liu and Talwar [LT19]. Basically, we traverse
each option of cd , here in powers of 2, up to cmax “ 4d5{2 ¨ 5d ¨ pd!q (in Section 6 the choice for this
particular parameter is explained), and for each value check whether the diameter of the suitable DPpκ´
Γkernelq is upper bounded by cd ¨widthκ or not.
Formally, we set t “ rlog2pcmaxqs“ rlog2p4d5{2 ¨5d ¨ pd!qqs as the number of levels we test. For each
1ď iď t let Mi be the 2ε-DP mechanism that works as follows:
1. Set ci “ 2i, set Γi “ Γkernelci according to Theorem 24.
2. Run Algorithm 2 with Tukey-depth parameter of κ1i “ κ´Γi and failure probability of β12t lnp2{βq .
Denote the result D, and by Theorem 13 we know that w.p. ě 1´ β12t lnp2{βq it holds that D ě
p1´αqdiamκ´Γi .
3. Run Algorithm 3 with a lower bound of B “ D{ci, with Tukey-depth parameter of κ2 “ κ `
∆widthpε, β
12t lnp 2β q
q “ κ `Op logp
tpυ`logpdqq
αβ q
ε q as defined in Theorem 15, and with failure probability
of β12t lnp2{βq . Denote the result w, and by Theorem 15 we know that w.p. ě 1´ β12t lnp2{βq it holds
that wď p1`αqwidthκ if w‰ 0.
4. return the tuple pi,τq when the score τ is set be τ “ 2´i if D ď ci 1´α1`α w, or set as τ “ 0 if any of
the returned values is 0 or if Dą ci 1´α1`α w.
As in the work of Liu and Talwar [LT19] we define the 2ε-DP algorithm Q which picks i P rts u.a.r
and runs Mi. Setting γ “ 1{3t, we define Q˜ as the mechanism that works as follows:
• Repeat:
1. Run Q, namely pick i P rts u.a.r and add its output MipPq to a (multi-)set S.
2. Toss a biased coin: w.p. γ output an element in S with maximal τ and halt.
Applying Theorem 3.2 from [LT19], we infer that Q˜ is 6ε-DP. Moreover, we can argue the following
about its utility.
Claim 25. W.p. ě 1´β , if Q˜ returns an index i with score τ ą 0 then DPpκq is pci,Γiq-fat. Furthermore,
denote
Good “ t1ď iď t : DPpκq is
`1´α
1`α ci,∆
widthpε, β
12t lnp 2β q
q,Γi`∆diampε, β12t lnp 2β qq
˘
-fatu
If Good ‰H then, assuming β ă 1{6, w.p. ě 1{2 the mechanism Q˜ returns iďminti P Goodu.
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Proof. First, algorithm Q˜ halts the very first time its biased coin comes up heads. Clearly, the probability
it iterates for ě lnp2{β q{γ “ 3t lnp2{β q is at most p1´ γqlnp2{βq{γ ď e´ lnp2{βq ď β{2. Second, since we
set the failure probability of each Mi to be upper bounded by 2 ¨β{p12t lnp2{β qq then the probability that
in any of the ď 3tplnp2{β qq iterations one of the executed Mi fails is at most β{2. It follows that w.p.
ě 1´β the algorithm Q˜ returns some score of some successfully executed Mi.
We continue under the assumption that this event indeed holds. Now, if Q˜ returns i with τ ą 0 it
follows that for this i it indeed holds that p1´αqdiamκ´Γi ď D ď ci 1´α1`α w ď p1´αqciwidthκ , and so
diamκ´Γi ď ciwidthκ , hence DPpκq if pci,Γiq-fat.
Next, assume Good ‰H and consider i˚ “minti PGoodu. If indeed Mi˚ is executed and no failure
occurs then it must be that Dď diamκ´Γi´∆diampε, β
12t lnp 2β q
q; similarly, it must be that wěwidthκ`∆widthpε, β
12t lnp 2β q
q.
Since i˚ PGood then this means that Dďw 1´α1`α ci, and so we place i˚ with score of 2´i
˚
in S. This means
that Q˜ must return some i with a higher score, namely 2´i ě 2´i˚ , so iď i˚.
Well, what is the probability that Q˜ does not execute i˚?
PrrQ˜ never picks i˚s “
lnp2{βq{γÿ
j“1
PrrQ˜ never picks i˚ and iterates j timess “
lnp2{βq{γÿ
j“1
p1´ 1
t
q jp1´ γq j´1γ
“ γp t´1
t
q
lnp2{βq{γÿ
j“1
rp1´ 1
t
qp1´ γqs j´1 ď γp t´1
t
q
ÿ
jě0
rp1´p1
t
` γ´ γ
t
qs j´1
“
γpt´1q
t
1
t ` γ´ γt
“ γpt´1q
1` γpt´1q ď γpt´1q ď
t´1
3t
ď 1
3
Altogether, the probability of Q˜ to never run Mi˚ is upper bounded by 13 `β ď 1{2. Thus, w.p. ě 1{2
we return iď i˚.
6 Private Approximation of the Bounding Box of DPpκq
In this section we give a differentially private algorithm that returns a transformation that turns DPpκq
into a fat Tukey-region, if it is the case that the volume of DPpκq and the volume of some shallower
DPpκ 1q are comparable. The transformation itself is based on (privately) finding an approximated
bounding-box for DPpκq, which is of an independent interest. Once such a box is found, then the
transformation T is merely a linear transformation, composed of rotation and axes scaling, that maps the
returned box B to the hypercube r0,1sd . We thus focus in this section on a private algorithm that gives a
good approximation of the bounding box of DPpκq.
6.1 A Non-Private Bounding-Box Approximation algorithm
Before giving our differentially-private algorithm for the bounding-box approximation, we present its
standard, non-private, version. For brevity, we discuss an algorithm that returns a box B that bounds the
convex-hull of the given set of points P, which is precisely DPp1q. We present the algorithm from [Hp11]
which gives a cd-approximation of the bounding box, with cd denoting some constant depending solely
on d. Namely, denoting B1˚ as the box of minimal volume out of all boxes that contain DPp1q, this
algorithm returns a box B which is a bounding box for DPp1q and satisfies
volpB1˚ q ď volpBq ď cdvolpB1˚ q
The algorithm is given below. (Note that its first step is described in a black-box fashion.)
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Algorithm 8 Non-Private Approximation of the Bounding Box
Input: Dataset PĂ Rd ; Approximation parameter γ ą 1.
1: Find two points s, t P P satisfying }s´ t} ě diampPq{γ . Denote ust “ t´s}t´s} .
2: I Ð rminxPPxx,usty,maxxPPxx,ustys.
3: if P is one dimensional then
4: return I.
5: end if
6: Compute ΠKust , the projection on the subspace orthogonal to ust .
7: Recurse on ΠKust pPq and obtain its pd´1q-dimensional bounding box B1.
8: return BÐ B1ˆ I.
Claim 26 ( Lemma 18.3.1 [Hp11], restated). Fix γ ą 1. Given s, t P DPp1q such that the segment con-
necting the two points is of length ě diampDPp1qqγ , then Algorithm 8 returns a box B bounding DPp1q s.t.
volpBq ď γd´1pd!q ¨volpD1q.
Proof. The proof works by induction on d, where for d “ 1 it is evident that |I| is the minimal convex
1-dimensional body that holds the data. Now fix any d ą 1. Recall that DPp1q is the convex hull of P
and let st P DPp1q be the segment such that ||s´ t|| ě diamγ . Wlog (we can apply rotation) st lies on the
xd-axis (i.e., the line ` ” Yxp0, ...,0,xq). Thus, Π is a projection onto the hyperplane h ” xd “ 0, and I
is projection of P onto the xd-axis.
By the induction hypothesis, the returned box B1 from the recursive call is (i) a bounding box for
ΠpPq and (ii) has volume volpB1q ď γd´2 ¨ pd´ 1q! ¨ volpQq where we use Q to denote the convex hull
of ΠpPq (which is contained in h). As a result of (i) we have that any p P P Ă B1ˆ I and we returns a
bounding box for DPp1q, hence volpDPp1qq ď volpB1˚ q ď volpB1q. We thus upper bound the volume of
B. Our proof requires Fact 3. (For any convex body in Rd , let x be the length the longest segment in
direction u and Y be the volume of its projection onto the subspace orthogonal to u; then the volume of
this body is ě x ¨Y{d.)
Given a point q P QĂ Rd´1, let `q be the line parallel to xd-axis passing through q. Let Lpqq be the
minimum value of xd for the points of `q lying inside DPp1q, and similarly, let Upqq be the maximum
value of xd for the points of `q lying inside DPp1q; and let f pqq be their difference. In other words,
DPp1qX `q “ rLpqq,Upqqs. We thus have volpDPp1qq “
ş
qPQUpqqdq´
ş
qPQ Lpqqdq “
ş
qPQ f pqqd p. So
consider the body C which is bounded by the hyperplance h” xd “ 0 on the one side and the curve f pqq
on the other side, whose volume is precisely the volume of DPp1q. First, since DPp1q is convex then so
is C. More importantly, since both s and t belong to DPp1q then the line (orthogonal to h) is inside this
convex body and its length is at least }s´ t}. Therefore, we apply Fact 3 and have that
volpDPp1qq “ volpCq ě volpQq}s´ t}d ě volpQq ¨
diampDPp1qq
γd
inductioně volpB
1q
γd´2pd´1q! ¨
|I|
γd
“ volpBq
γd´1 ¨d!
6.2 A Private Algorithm for a Bounding Box for DPpκq
Leveraging on the ideas from the non-private Algorithm 8, in this section we give our differentially
private algorithm that approximates a bounding box for DPpκq. As ever, our algorithm’s guarantee
relates to both the volume of DPpκq and the volume of DPpκ´∆q. Formally, we return (w.h.p) a box B
which is a pcd ,∆q-approximation, defined as a bounding box that holds DPpκq and where
volpDPpκqq ď volpBκ˚q ď volpBq ď cd ¨volpDPpκ´∆qq (15)
with Bκ˚ denoting the bounding box of DPpκq of minimal volume.
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The algorithm we give mimics the idea of the recursive Algorithm 8, where it is crucial that in
each level of the recursion we find two points inside the convex body DPpκ ´∆q. While it seems like
a subtle point, if were to, say, use a more naı¨ve approach of finding a direction where the projection
onto it is proportional in length to the diameter of DPpκq then we run the risk of finding a box whose
volume is much bigger in comparison to the volume of DPpκ´∆q. (Several other attempts of finding
“good” directions based on the `-TDC-query failed as well due to pathological polytopes where the
given direction isn’t correlated with a required pair of points.)
In fact, it is best we summarize what is required on each level of our recursive algorithm. We find
a segment s¯t and an interval I on the line extending this segment where the following three properties
must hold: (i) both s, t P DPpκ ´∆q, (ii) the length of I is proportional to }s´ t} and (iii) @x P DPpκq,
the projection of x onto the line extending s¯t lies inside I. Property (iii) asserts that DPpκq is contained
inside the box we return; property (i) combined with Fact 3 allows us to infer that volpDPpκ ´∆qq ě
}s´ t} ¨ volpΠKstDPpκ ´∆qq{d where ΠKst is the projection onto the subspace orthogonal to the line
extending s¯t; and property (ii) asserts }s´ t} ě |I|{c so that recursively we get cd ¨ d! approximation
of the volume of DPpκ ´∆q. Thus, asserting that these properties hold w.h.p. becomes the goal of our
algorithm. Details are given in the algorithm below and in the following theorem.
Algorithm 9 Private Approximation of the Bounding Box of DPpκq
Input: Dataset PĂRd ; privacy parameters ε ą 0,δ ě 0, failure probability β ą 0, desired Tukey-depth
parameter κ .
1: Set ζ Ð arccosp1{10q, Vζ as a ζ -angle cover, and kÐ 2`
řd
j“2p j`2` j´1q “ d2`2d´1.
2: ε0 Ð εk ,δ0 Ð δk ,β0 Ð βk .
3: Construct the chain of convex polytopes C1 ĄC2 ĄC3 Ą ... where Ci “ DPpiq for every i.
4: for j from d downto 2 do
5: Set κ 1 “ κ` jαqcpε0,δ0,β0q.
Run j-times the pε0,δ0q-differentially private algorithm to approximation TDC to obtain the j-
coordinates of a point in Cκ 1´ jαqcpε0,δ0,β0q “Cκ . Denote the returned point as s.
6: Run DPTukeyDiampκ,ε0,β0q to obtain a parameter ` s.t. 0.9diampCκq ď `ď diampCκ´∆diampε0,β0qq
7: Run the ε0-differentially private algorithm DPLargeTDCDirection for the point s, the distance
λ “ 0.45`, the directions in Vζ and depth κ´∆diampε0,β0q.
Denote the returned direction as v.
8: Using j´ 1 calls to the pε0,δ0q-DP algorithm that approximates TDC, complete the coordinate
pxs,vy`0.45`q on the v-axis to a point t.
9: Set u“ t´s}t´s} and ΠKu as the projection orthogonal to u.
10: Set I j Ð rxs,uy´ 109 `,xs,uy` 109 `s in direction u.
11: Project the polytopes: for all j we set C j ÐΠKupC jq.
12: end for
%% and in dimension 1 (on a line)
13: sÐ DPPointInTukeyRegion pκ`αqcpε0,δ0,β0qq with respect to closed intervals C1,C2, ...
14: `Ð DPTukeyDiampκ,ε0,β0q so that 0.9diampCκq ď `ď diampCκ´∆diampε0,β0qq
15: I1 Ð rs´ 109 `,s` 109 `s
16: return The box B“
dŚ
j“1
I j.
Theorem 27. Algorithm 9 is pε,δ q-differentially private. Moreover, let PĂ G d be a set of points whose
Tukey-region κ`dαqcp εd2`2d´1 , δd2`2d´1 , βd2`2d´1q is non-empty. Then w.p. ě 1´β Algorithm 9 returns
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a box B where DPpκq Ă B and volpDPpκqq ď volpBq ď 5dpd!qvolpDppκ´∆BBqq for
∆BBpε,δ ,β q“
$’’&’’%
Op d3pυ`logpd{βqqε q, Using ε-DP binary search
O˜p d3logpdυ{εδβqε q, Using the “Between Threshold” Alg
Op d3logpdυ{βqε ` d
38log
˚pυq log˚pυq logpd log˚pυq{δβq
ε q, Using the “RecConcave” algorithm
Proof. First, this algorithm is clearly ε-DP as in each of the d´1 iterations we run differentially private
subroutines, and all that is required is that we apply basic composition on the various calls. For each
j, (i) finding s entails the call to TDC-approximation j-times, (ii) finding ` requires another call, (iii)
finding u requires another call and (iv) finding t requires another j´1 calls (to find its remaining j´1
coordinates); lastly (in dimension 1) we invoke two more calls for finding an interior point s and for
finding `. All in all, we invoke
´řd
j“2 j`1`1` j´1
¯
`2“ d2`2d´1 calls to differentially private
procedures, each with privacy parameters p εd2`2d´1 , δd2`2d´1q, so by basic composition, this algorithm is
pε,δ q-differentially private. Similarly, each subroutine has β{pd2`2d´1q probability of failure, so the
rest of the proof continues under the assumption that the event in which no subroutine has failed holds,
which happens w.p. ě 1´β .
Under this event, we argue that for
∆BB “ ∆diamp ε
d2`2d´1 ,
β
d2`2d´1q`∆
LargeTDCDirp ε
d2`2d´1 ,
β
d2`2d´1 ,p1{ζ q
d´1q
`dαqcp ε
d2`2d´1 ,
δ
d2`2d´1 ,
β
d2`2d´1q
“ Opd
3logpdυ{β q
ε
q`Opd3αqcpε, δ
3d2
,
β
3d2
qq
“
$’’&’’%
Op d3pυ`logpd{βqqε q, Using ε-DP binary search
O˜p d3logpdυ{εδβqε q, Using the “Between Threshold” Algorithm
Op d3logpdυ{βqε ` d
38log
˚pυq log˚pυq logpd log˚pυq{δβq
ε q, Using the “RecConcave” algorithm
it holds that DPpκq Ă B and that volpBq ď 5d ¨ pd!q ¨volpDPpκ´∆BBqq.
First, it is rather simple to see that DPpκq Ă B. In each iteration, under the non-failure event, s PCκ
since its dimension is decremented with each iteration and since, by assumption, Cκ`dαqc isn’t empty.
Moreover, since we know ` ě 0.9diampCκq then for any x P Cκ and for any direction u it holds that
|xx´ s,uy| ď 109 `. Thus, for the particular direction u we chose it also holds that @x P Cκ ,xx,uy P I j.
Applying this to all dimensions, we get that DPpκq Ă
dŚ
j“1
I j.
Now, consider ` which we know to be upper bounded by diampCκ´∆diamq. Denote a,b PCκ´∆diam as
the two points whose distance is the diameter of Cκ´∆diam . Since s PCκ ĂCκ´∆diam then, by the triangle
inequality, the distance of s to either a or b is at least `{2, so assume wlog that }s´a} ě `{2. Let v PVζ
be the closest direction to the line connecting s and a, and so the projection onto v is at least 0.9 ¨ `2 “
0.45`. It follows that some point q P Cκ´∆diam is such that its projection onto some v P Vζ is at least
0.45`. Thus, DPLargeTDCDirection returns some direction v where the coordinate xs,vy` 0.45`
can be extended to a point of depth ě κ´∆diam´∆LargeTDCDir. Finally, the repeated invocation of TDC
returns such a point t with depth ě κ ´∆BB. We infer that both s and t belong to Cκ´∆BB and that
}s´ t} ě |xs´ t,vy| ě 0.45`.
We can now apply Fact 3 to infer that
volpCκ´∆BBq ě volpΠKupCκ´∆BBqq ¨ }s´ t}d ě volpΠ
KupCκ´∆BBqq ¨ 0.45`d
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ě volpΠKupCκ´∆BBqq ¨ |Id |20{9 ¨
0.45
d
ą volpΠKupCκ´∆BBqq ¨ |Id |5d
and so, by induction we get that volpDPpκ´∆BBqq ě
dŚ
j“1
|I j|
5d ¨d! “ volpBq5d ¨d!
6.3 From a Bounding Box to a “Fat” Input
In classic, non-private, computational geometry, the bounding-box approximation algorithm can be used
to design an affine transformation that turns the input dataset into a fat. In more detail, in the non-
private setting, one works with the convex-hull of the input DPp1q and finds a bounding box B such that
volpBq ď 2d ¨ d! ¨ volpDPp1qq. Then, denoting T as the linear transformation that maps B to the cube
r0,1sd , we can argue that the resulting dataset T pPq is fat, namely that widthpT pPqq ě diampT pPqq{cd
for cd “ 2d ¨ pd!q ¨d 52 . (Moreover, once we have a kernel for (the fat) T pPq we can reshape it back into
a kernel for P using T´1. Afterall, if two convex polytopes we have A ĂB then any x P A can be
expressed as convex combination of the vertices of B, thus, for any linear transformation we have that
any T pxq can be expressed as convex combination of the vertices of T pBq, hence T pA q Ă T pBq.)
Unfortunately, we cannot make a similar claim in our setting. Granted, our bounding box is pcd ,∆q-
approximation, but the resulting affine transformation does not, always, guarantee that applying it turns
DPpκq to be pc1d ,∆q-fat or c1d-absolutely fat. This should be obvious — as Figure 3 shows, there exists
settings where DPpκ ´ ∆q is drastically bigger than DPpκq, resulting in a linear transformation that
doesn’t “stretch” DPpκq enough to make it fat. Luckily, we show that non-comparable volumes is the
only reason this transformation fails to produce a fat Tukey-region. As the following lemma shows, when
volpDPpκqq and volpDPpκ ´∆qq are comparable, then the bounding box yields a linear transformation
that does make the κ-Tukey region fat.
Lemma 28. Fix ε ą 0, δ ě 0 and β ą 0, and define ∆BB as in Theorem 27. Suppose PĂ G d is such that
for two parameters κ ě κ 1 where κ´κ 1 ě ∆BB are such that volpDPpκqq ě 12 volpDPpκ 1qq. Then there
exists a pε,δ q-differentially private algorithm that w.p. ě 1´β computes (i) an affine transformation
M that turns MpDPpκqq into a convex polytope which is pcd ,κ´κ 1q-fat, for cd “ 4d 52 5d ¨ pd!q, and (ii) a
transformation M˜ making M˜pDPpκqq 2d ¨5d ¨ pd!q-absolutely fat.
We refer to a pair of values pκ,κ 1q for which volpDPpκqq ě 12 volpDPpκ 1qq as a “good” pair. Next,
in Section 7 we deal with finding such a good pair of pκ,κ 1q. But for now we assume that the given
κ,κ 1 are good and prove Lemma 28 under this assumption. Note that the lemma is not vacuous — even
if volpDPpκqq ě 12 volpDPpκ 1qq it does not mean that widthκ is proportional to diamκ 1 as both Tukey-
regions might be “slim.”
Proof. By Theorem 27, w.p. ě 1´ β , we can compute a box B s.t. DPpκq Ă B and volpBq ď 5d ¨
d! ¨ volpDPpκ ´∆BBqq. Let T be the affine transformation mapping B into the unit hypercube r0,1sd ,
Figure 3: An example where DPpκ´∆BBq has a much larger
volume than DPpκq. This makes it so that mapping B to r0,1sd
doesn’t change the width of DPpκq significantly.
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and note that as a linear transformation T maps the convex polytope DPpκq into a (different) convex
polytope. It is left to show that T pDPpκqq is fat.
Comparing the volumes of the different regions, we have that
1“ volpT pBqq ď 5d ¨d! ¨volpT pDPpκ´∆BBqqq ď 5d ¨d! ¨volpT pDPpκ 1qqq ď 2 ¨5d ¨ pd!q ¨volpT pDPpκqqq
where the last inequality follows from the fact that for any region S we have that volpT pSqq “ volpSq ¨
|detpT q|.6 To proceed, we require the following fact.
Fact 29. Let h be any hyperplane, and let hC be the projection of the unit-cube r0,1sd onto h. Then
volphCq ď d.
(Its proof relies on Fact 3, where for any direction u, the longest segment inside r0,1sd in direction u
must be at least 1.)
Now, let v be the unit direction vector on which widthpT pDPpκqqq is obtained. Denote h˚ be the
hyperplane orthogonal to v, and denote hD as the projection of T pDPpκqq onto h˚. Note that volphDq ď
volphCq ď d. It follows that volpT pDpκqqq is upper bounded by the volume of the “cylinder” whose base
is hD and height widthpT pDPpκqqq. Namely, we have that volpT pDPpκqqq ď d ¨widthpT pDPpκqqq. All
in all, we get that widthpT pDPpκqqq ě 12¨d¨5d ¨d! .
Next, consider u as the direction on which ρ “ diampT pDPpκ 1qqq is obtained (connecting the two ver-
tices whose distance is the diameter). Let h be the hyperplane orthogonal to u and let Y “ΠhpT pDPpκ 1qqq.
Again, by Fact 3 we have that volpT pDPpκ 1qqq ě volpY q ¨ρ{d. In contrast, the volume of T pDPpκqq is
upper bounded by the volume of the “cylinder” whose base is X “ ΠhpT pDPpκqqq and height is the
projection of DPpκq onto u, which is clearly upper bounded by diampT pDPpκqqq. Since T pDPpκqq Ă
T pDPpκ 1qq then their respective projections, X and Y , are contained in one another. Putting it all together
we have
volpY q ¨ρ{d ď volpT pDPpκ 1qqq ď 2 ¨volpT pDPpκqqq ď 2 ¨volpXq ¨diampT pDPpκqqq
ď 2 ¨volpY q ¨diampT pDPpκqqq ď 2 ¨volpY q ¨diampr0,1sdq “ 2
?
d ¨volpY q
We infer that ρ “ diampT pDPpκ 1qqq ď 2 ¨ d3{2. Combining this with the lower bound on the width of
T pDPpκqq, we have that widthpT pDPpκqqq ě 12¨d¨5d ¨d! ě diampT pDPpκ
1qqq
22¨d 52 ¨5d ¨d!
.
Now, based on T we define M — it is a composition of affine transformations. First we apply T , then
we apply rotation and shrinking by a constant factor so that T pr0,1sdq fits back inside the hypercube.
Formally, T is a shift, rotation and different rescaling of each direction, so that B TÞÑ r0,1sd . Now, the
vertices of the hypercube r0,1sd are mapped to various points but they still make a box that contains
all points mapped by T . So let ϕ be the affine transformation that maps one of these vertices to the
origin, rotates all vertices so that they align with the standard d-axes and scales everything by the same
constant until this box fits into r0,1sd . Then we define M “ ϕ ˝T as the composition of the two affine
transformations. Note that shifts and rotations do not change lengths and that scaling doesn’t change the
ratio between lengths, so since T pDPpκqq is pcd ,∆q-fat we have that ϕpT pDPpκqqq is also pcd ,∆q-fat.
Now, denote M˜ as the transformation that applies T and then removes any points that falls outside
of the hypercube. Since DPpκq Ă B it follows that T pDPpκqq Ă r0,1sd and so M˜pDPpκqq “ T pDPpκqq.
Thus, widthpM˜pDPpκqqq “ widthpT pDPpκqqq ě 2d ¨5d ¨ pd!q. Note that since M˜ caps the domain at the
hypercube r0,1sd , then for any κ we have that M˜pDPpκqq “ T pDPpκqqX r0,1sd . This means that the
transition from DPpκq to MpDPpκqq involves both computing the operation of T on the vertices of DPpκq
and intersecting those with the 2d faces of the hypercube. However, by finding a pα,∆q-kernel S for
M˜pDPpκqq we actually make it so that p1´αqDPpκq Ă T´1pCHpS qq Ă T´1pM˜pDPpκ´∆qqq, which is
a subset of DPpκ´∆q and might improve the overall performance of our algorithm.
6Abusing notation, as T is a combination of a linear transformation and a shift which doesn’t change volumes.
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7 Finding a “Good” κ Privately
Our discussion in Section 6.3 leaves us with the question of finding a good κ and κ 1 “ κ ´ ∆kernel,
namely a pair pκ,κ 1q where volpDPpκqq ě volpDPpκ 1qq{2. Once we have found that κ,κ 1 are such that
volpDPpκqq ě volpDPpκ 1qq{2, then we can find T that makes T pDPpκqq to be pcd ,κ ´∆kernelq-fat, and
apply Algorithm 7 to find its pα,∆kernelq-kernel. Moreover, note that if we know that pκ,κ 1q is a good
pair, then for any κ 1 ď κ˜ ă κˆ ď κ it also holds that volpDPpκˆqq ě volpDPpκ˜qq{2 so pκˆ, κ˜q is also a good
pair.
Yet, how do we know such a pκ,κ 1q-pair even exists? To establish this, we rely on the following
result from [KSS20], regarding the volume of a non-zero Tukey region.
Theorem 30 (Lemma 3.2 from [KSS20].). If the volume of a Tukey region is non-zero, then it is at least
pd{ϒq´d3 .
Corollary 31. Set t “ rd3υ`d3 log2pdqs. Let κ1 ă κ2 ă ...ă κt be any monotonic series, and assume
our input PĂ r0,1sd is such that volpDPpκtqq ą 0. Then there exists some iě 2 such that pκi,κi´1q is a
good pair.
Proof. ASOC that for all 2ď iď t it holds that pκi,κi´1q isn’t a good pair. This implies that for any such
i we have that volpDPpκiqq ă volpDPpκi´1qq{2. Through induction, we can show that volpDPpκtqq ă
volpDPpκ1qq{2t ď 1{2t ă pd{ϒq´d3 , contradicting Theorem 30.
In our work, since we want a good pair of κs which is at least of distance ∆kernel apart, we look at the
series κi “ i ¨ p4∆kernelq. This means that among the m“ 4t∆kernel indices we consider, there are multiple
pairs of pκ,κ 1q where κ 1 ď κ ´∆kernel that are good. This motivates the query that we use throughout
this section
qPpκq def“ max
"
0ď iďmintκ´1,m´κu : volpDPpκ` iqq
volpDPpκ´ iqq ě
1
2
*
(16)
It is obvious that qppκq ě 0 for any κ , and that qPp1q “ qPpmq “ 0. But our goal is to retrieve a κ
where qPpκq ě ∆kernel which allows us to establish that the pair pκ,κ ´∆kernelq is a good pair. The
question we discuss in this section is how to output such a κ in a way which is pε,δ q-differentially
private. The answer we give is based on a rather uncommon composition of two mechanisms (the
exponential mechanism and the additive discrete Laplace) and is discussed in detail in the following
section. However, in order to give our differntially-private mechanism, we prove that q is a query which
exhibits sort-of low sensitivity. Details are in the following claim.
Claim 32. Let P Ă r0,1sd and P1 Ă r0,1sd be two neighboring datasets where for some x P r0,1sd it
holds that P1 “ PYtxu. Then for any 1ď κ ă m we have that
|qPpκq´qP1pκ`1q| ď 1
Note that the claim implies that when P “ P1Ytxu for some x P Rd then |qPpκq´ qP1pκ ´ 1q| ď 1
for any 1ă κ ď m.
Proof. Fix such P and P1. Note that since P1 has one additional point then P, then for any x it holds
that TDpx,Pq ď TDpx,P1q ď TDpx,Pq`1. Thus, for any κ we have that DPpκq “ tx : TDpx,Pq ě κu Ă
DP1pκq and similarly, DP1pκq Ă DPpκ´1q. We thus have a chain:
DP1p1q Ą DPp1q Ą DP1p2q Ą DPp2q Ą DP1p3q Ą ...Ą DPpκ´1q Ą DP1pκq Ą DPpκq Ą DP1pκ`1q Ą ...
Denote qPpκq “ i˚. We show that i˚´ 1 ď qP1pκ ` 1q ď i˚` 1 proving the required. First, since
qPpκq “ i˚ then we know that
1
2
ď volpDPpκ` i
˚qq
volpDPpκ´ i˚qq ď
volpDP1pκ` i˚qq
volpDP1pκ´ i˚`1qq ď
volpDP1pκ` i˚qq
volpDP1pκ´ i˚`2qq “
volpDP1pκ`1`pi˚´1qqq
volpDP1pκ`1´pi˚´1qqq
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proving that qP1pκ`1q ě i˚´1. Secondly, since qPpκq ă i˚`1 then we know that
1
2
ą volpDPpκ` i
˚`1qq
volpDPpκ´ i˚´1qq ě
volpDP1pκ` i˚`2qq
volpDP1pκ´ i˚´1qq ě
volpDP1pκ` i˚`3qq
volpDP1pκ´ i˚´1qq “
volpDP1pκ`1`pi˚`2qqq
volpDP1pκ`1´pi˚`2qqq
proving that qP1pκ`1q ă i˚`2 thus qP1pκ`1q ď i˚`1.
We are now ready to give our differentially private algorithm that returns a good κ . We refer to it as
the “Shifted Exponential Mechanism.”
Algorithm 10 The Shifted Exponential Mechanism
Input: Dataset PĂ G d ; privacy parameter ε P p0,1q; Set of indices rms with mě 16ε .
1: Compute the Tukey-regions DPpκq for all 1ď κ ď m and their respective volume.
2: Pick κ P rms w.p. 9wPpκq “ expp ε8 qPpκqq.
Namely, find wPpκq for every 1ď κ ďm and compute WP “řmκ“1 wPpκq, then Prrκs “ wPpκq{WP.
3: Pick X „ DLapp8ε q, the discrete Laplace distribution.
Namely, pick X “ i w.p. 9ωpiq “ e´ ε8 |i|.
4: return κ`X .
Theorem 33. If ε ă 1 and mě 16ε then the Shifted Exponential Mechanism is ε-differentially private.
Proof. Perhaps the key point in this theorem is that our algorithm is pure-DP and not approximated-DP.
To establish this fact we require Claim 32 as well as the facts that (i) qPpκq ě 0 for any P and any κ and
(ii) qPp1q “ qPpmq “ 0 for any P.
We prove the ε-DP property, by breaking symmetry, and for now we fix P and P1 as two neighboring
datasets subject to P1 “ PYtxu for some x. DenotingM as the shifted exponential mechanism, our goal
is to show that for any j P Z we have that PrrM pPq “ js{PrrM pP1q “ js ď exppεq.
First, we establish the following inequality.
WP “
mÿ
κ“1
wPpκq “
m´1ÿ
κ“1
exppε
8
qPpκqq` exppε8qPpmqq
Claim 32ď
m´1ÿ
κ“1
exppε
8
pqP1pκ`1q`1qq` expp0q
ď e ε8
mÿ
κ“2
exppε
8
qP1pκqq` e ε8 ¨1“ e ε8
mÿ
κ“1
exppε
8
qP1pκqq “ e ε8 WP1
Similarly,
WP “
mÿ
κ“1
wPpκq “
m´1ÿ
κ“1
exppε
8
qPpκqq` expp0q Claim 32ě
m´1ÿ
κ“1
exppε
8
pqP1pκ`1q´1qq` e´ ε8 “ e´ ε8 WP1
Second, we turn our attention to the discrete Laplace distribution. It is evident that for any i1, i2 s.t.
|i1´ i2| “ 1 we have that PrrX “ i1s{PrrX “ i2s “ ωpi1q{ωpi2q ď e ε8 . But perhaps more interesting is
the following claim: for any index i and any closed interval I with one endpoint in i and of length 8{ε
(i.e., either I Ą ri, i` 8ε s or I Ą ri´ 8ε , is) we have that
PrrX “ is
PrrX P Is ď
expp´ ε8 |i|q
expp´ ε8 |i|q
´
e0` e´ ε8 ` ...` e´ ε8 ¨ 8ε
¯ ď 1
e´1 ¨ 8ε
ď 3ε
8
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With these two inequalities in our disposal, we can now argue that the mechanism is differentially
private. Fix any j P Z.
PrrM pPq “ js
PrrM pP1q “ js “
řm
i“1 PrPrκ “ isPrrX “ j´ isřm
i“1 PrP1rκ “ isPrrX “ j´ is
“ WP1 ¨
řm
i“1 wPpiqωp j´ iq
WP ¨řmi“1 wP1piqωp j´ iq
ď e ε8
řm´1
i“1 wPpiqωp j´ iq`wPpmqωp j´mqřm
i“2 wP1piqωp j´ iq`wP1p1qωp j´1q
ď e ε8
řm´1
i“1 expp ε8 qPpiqqωp j´ iq` expp0qωp j´mqřm
i“2 expp ε8 qP1piqqωp j´ iq
(Claim 32) ď e ε8
˜řm´1
i“1 expp ε8 pqP1pi`1q`1qqωp j´ iqřm
i“2 expp ε8 qP1piqqωp j´ iq
` expp0qωp j´mqřm
i“2 expp ε8 qP1piqqωp j´ iq
¸
p@i,qP1piq ě 0q ď e ε8
ˆ
e
ε
8
řm
i“2 expp ε8 qP1piqqωp j´ i`1qřm
i“2 expp ε8 qP1piqqωp j´ iq
` ωp j´mqřm
i“2ωp j´ iq
˙
ď e ε8
˜
e
ε
8
e
ε
8
řm
i“2 expp ε8 qP1piqqωp j´ iqřm
i“2 expp ε8 qP1piqqωp j´ iq
` ωp j´mqřm{2
t“0ωp j´m` tq
¸
pmě 16
ε
q ď e ε8
˜
e
ε
4 ` ωp j´mqř8{ε
t“0ωp j´m` tq
¸
e
ε
4ď1` ε2ď e ε8
ˆ
1` ε
2
` 3ε
8
˙
ď e ε8 e 7ε8 “ eε
And symmetrically, we have
PrrM pP1q “ js
PrrM pPq “ js “
řm
i“1 PrP1rκ “ isPrrX “ j´ isřm
i“1 PrPrκ “ isPrrX “ j´ is
“ WP ¨
řm
i“1 wP1piqωp j´ iq
WP1 ¨řmi“1 wPpiqωp j´ iq
ď e ε8
řm
i“2 expp ε8 qP1piqqωp j´ iq` expp0qωp j´1qřm´1
i“1 expp ε8 qPpiqqωp j´ iq
(Claim 32) ď e ε8
˜ řm
i“2 expp ε8 qP1piqqωp j´ iqřm´1
i“1 expp ε8 pqP1pi`1q´1qqωp j´ iq
` expp0qωp j´1qřm´1
i“1 expp ε8 qPpiqqωp j´ iq
¸
p@i,qP1piq ě 0q ď e ε8
˜
e
ε
8
řm
i“2 expp ε8 qP1piqqωp j´ iqřm
i“2 expp ε8 qP1piqqωp j´ i`1q
` ωp j´1qřm´1
i“1 ωp j´ iq
¸
ď e ε8
˜
e
ε
8 e
ε
8 ` ωp j´1qř8{ε
t“0ωp j´1´ tq
¸
e
ε
4ď1` ε2ď e ε8
ˆ
1` ε
2
` 3ε
8
˙
ď e ε8 e 7ε8 “ eε
The utility of the shifted exponential mechanism follows basically from the utility guarantees of both
the exponential mechanism and additive Laplace noise mechanism.
Theorem 34. W.p. ě 1´β Algorithm 10 returns an index j such that qPp jq ě 2∆kernel´ 17lnp2m{βqε
Proof. Denote j˚ as the index whose qPp j˚q is the largest among all m indices. Denote τ “ 8logp2m{β q{ε .
By standard argument, the probability that κ is such that qPpκq ď qPp j˚q´ τ can be upper bounded by:
PrrqPpκq ď qPp j˚q´ τs ď PrrqPpκq ď qPp j
˚q´ τs
Prrκ “ j˚s ď
mexpp ε8 pqPp j˚q´ τqq
expp ε8 qPp j˚qq
“ mexpp´ετ
8
q ď β
2
Secondly, setting τ 1 “ 8lnp2{βqε we can straight-forwardly calculate
Prr|X | ą τ 1s “ 2
ř
iąτ 1 e´
εi
8
1`2řią0 e´ εi8 ď
e´ετ 1{8
ř
ią0 e´
εi
8ř
ią0 e´
εi
8
ď β
2
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Lastly, one can repeat the same argument from Claim 32 to show that for any index κ 1 we have that
|qPpκ 1q´ qPpκ 1` 1q| ď 1. (In fact, it is best to consider the dataset P1 “ PYtxu where x is a point of
Tukey-depth TDpx,Pq ě m`1; this implies that for any κ 1 ď m the Tukey-regions DPpκ 1q “ DP1pκ 1q as
the borders of the Tukey-region are hyperplane that separate exactly κ 1 points from the rest of P.)
Putting it all together, we have that w.p. ě 1´β Algorithm 10 returns an index j which is of distance
ď τ 1 from an index κ which query-value of qPpκq ě qPp j˚q´ τ . This implies that
qPp jq ě qPpκq´ τ 1 ě qPp j˚q´pτ` τ 1q ě 2∆kernel´1´
8
´
lnp 2mβ q` lnp 2β q
¯
ε
ě 2∆kernel´ 17lnp
2m
β q
ε
All that is left is to assert that m“ 4rd3υ`d3 log2pdqs∆kernel is (a)ě 16ε and (b) is such that
17lnp 2mβ q
ε ď
∆kernel. Clearly, requirement (b) is the stricter and once m satisfies it then (a) also holds. To assert (b) we
rely on the following fact.
Fact 35. For any a,b ą 0 such that ab ą 2 we have that the function f pxq “ x´ a lnpbxq ą 0 for any
xą 2a lnpabq.
Proof. Clearly, f 1pxq “ 1´ ax ą 0 for any xą a so on the interval p2a lnpabq,8q it is monotonic increas-
ing. Thus, on this interval
f pxq ą f p2a lnpabqq “ 2a lnpabq´a lnp2ab lnpabqq “ 2a lnpabq´pa lnpabq`a lnp2lnpabqqq
“ a lnpabq´a lnp2lnpabqq “ a lnp ab
2lnpabqq ą 0
since abą 2lnpabq for any abą 2.
Setting a“ 17ε and b“ 8rd
3υ`d3 log2pdqs
β we have that (b) holds when ∆
kernelě 34ε lnp 8¨17rd
3υ`d3 log2pdqs
βε q.
Under almost any setting of parameters (unless, among other things, ε ! β ) we have that this bound is
far smaller than the definitions of ∆kernel given in Theorem 23. We thus can infer the following corollary.
Corollary 36. Fix ε ą 0,δ ě 0,β ą 0 and set ∆kernel as in Theorem 23 and m“ 4rd3υ`d3 log2pdqs∆kernel.
Let P Ă G d be a set of points such that DPpmq is non-empty and non-degenerate. Then w.p. ě 1´β ,
Algorithm 10 return a value j such that volpDPp jqq{volpDPp j´∆kernelqq ě 1{2.
Comment. There exists a variant of Algorithm 10 where instead of picking κ in Step 2 in a fashion
similar to the exponential mechanism, we pick κ by iterating on all indices from 1 to m and apply the
SVT to halt on the first index κ where qPpκq exceeds some noisy threshold. This variant has the benefit
that it returns the first index whose query-value exceed ∆kernel. However, we were only able to show
that this variant is pε,δ q-differentially private since we need that when applying the SVT step to P1 we
(a) don’t halt on the very first query and (b) its noisy value doesn’t exceed the value of other queries.
Showing this variation of the mechanism is ε-differentially private is a challenging open problem.
8 Conclusions, Applications and Open Problems.
To conclude, we give an overview of the steps required for privately outputting a kernel for a Tukey-
region Dpκq. In the following, we assume the privacy parameter ε,δ are given, as well as α,β . We set
cd “ 2d ¨ 5d ¨ pd!q, ∆kernel as in Theorem 23 and m “ 4rd3υ ` d3 log2pdqs∆kernel. We assume P Ă G d is
our input where n ě md`1 which asserts that DPpmq is non-empty. (We can simply to do a private count
of |P| using additive Lapp1ε q noise and abort if nă 2pd`1qm.)
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0. Preprocess: check P is large enough and the DPpmq isn’t of degenerate (in a subspace of dimension
ă d).
1. (Corollary 36) Apply the ε-DP Algorithm 10 to find a κ where volpDPpκqq ě 12 volpDPpκ ´
∆kernelqq.
2. (Optional:) Use the ε-DP Algorithm 3 to see if DPpκq is widthκ ě cd . If so, skip next step.
3. (Theorem 27) Apply the pε,δ q-DP Algorithm 9 to approximate the bounding box of DPpκq and
set M˜ as the transformation that maps this box to the hypercube r0,1sd and guarantees that DPpκq
is cd-absolutely fat.
4. (Theorem 23) Apply the pε,δ q-DP Algorithm 7 to getS — a pα,∆kernelq-kernel for DPpκq.
5. Return pκ,S q.
Applications. Having outputted a pα,∆q-kernel for DPpκq, it is possible to post-process the resulting
setS in various ways, in order to produce multiple estimations regarding the convex bodies DPpκq and
DPpκ´∆q. We present here a short summary of such applications.
• Minimum enclosing ball:
Denote rκ as the radius of the min-enclosing ball of DPpκq and rκ´∆ as the radius of the min-
enclosing ball of DPpκ´∆q. Then the radius of the min enclosing ball of CHpS q is in the range
rp1´α 1qrκ ,p1`α 1qrκ´∆s.
The same holds for the radius of the max-enclosed ball.
• Minimum enclosing ellipsoid/box:
Denote Vκ as the volume of the min-enclosing ellipsoid of DPpκq and Vκ´∆ as the volume of the
min-enclosing ellipsoid of DPpκ´∆q. Then the volume of the min-enclosing ellipsoid of CHpS q
is in the range rp1´ 2dα 1qVκ ,p1` 2dα 1qVκ´∆s (assuming α 1 ă 1{4d). The same holds for the
volume of the min enclosing box (or any other particular convex body).
• Surface area of the convex body:
Denote Aκ as the area of the facets of DPpκq and Vκ´∆ as the area of the facets of DPpκ ´∆q.
Then the area of the facets of CHpS q is in the range rp1´2pd´1qα 1qAκ ,p1`2pd´1qα 1qAκ´∆s
(assuming α 1 ă 1{4pd´ 1q). The same holds for the surface area of any min enclosing convex
body.
Agrawal et al [AHV04] define a function µ of a dataset as a faithful measure if (i) µ is non-negative, (ii)
for every P Ă Rd we have µpPq “ µpCHpPqq, (iii) µ is monotone w.r.t containment of convex bodies,
and most importantly, that (iv) for some c P p0,1q a p1´cαq-kernel of P yields a p1´αq-approximation
of µpPq “ µpCHpPqq. Obviously, any faithful measure µ can be approximated by a pα,∆q-kernel S
where p1´ αc qµpDPpκqq ď µpCHpS qq ď p1` αc qµpDPpκ´∆qq.
Open Problems. This work is the first to propose a differentially private approximation algorithms for
some key concepts in computational geometry, such as diameter, width, convex hull, min-bounding box,
etc. As such it leaves many more questions unanswered, some of which are described here.
First and far most — our algorithm doesn’t yield a kernel approximation for any given κ , but rather
it requires DPpκq to satisfy some properties in order for us to privately transform it into a fat Tukey-
region. Granted, we also give heuristics that check whether a given region is fat, or whether we can turn
it into a fat region. But the transformation we provide in this work (as well as a private analogue of the
transformation in [BH99] which we didn’t detail) requires some notion of proximity between DPpκq and
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the shallower DPpκ´∆q. It is unclear whether there exists a DP algorithm that can yield a kernel for any
DPpκq. Granted, such a case isn’t really interesting — what is the purpose of a pα,∆q-kernel of DPpκq
when DPpκq and DPpκ ´∆q are very different? But it would still be interesting to have a complete
picture as to our ability (or inability) to privately approximate any DPpκq. Second, it is also interesting
to see if we can find a private analogue of the better kernel-algorithm in [AHV04], which requires a
discretization involving only Op cdα q
d´1
2 -many directions. Note that devising a private analogue for this
better algorithm will have a significant affect on the definition of Γkernel in Theorem 24. We were unable
to implement it and “save” on the privacy loss since the algorithm requires nearest-neighbor approx-
imation of Op cdα q
d´1
2 -many points. (The algorithm that sweeps along directions uses, unfortunately, a
discretization of directions with size roughly p αcd qd´1, producing no improvement on the current utility
guarantee.) Third, we pose the problem of complimentary lower bounds for our theorems. Even for
finding the width of a Tukey region, devising a lower bound based on “Packing Arguments” [HT10]
seems non-trivial, let alone for problems such as min-bounding box / kernel approximations.
Our work only touches upon the very first and very fundamental geometric concepts. But the field
of computational geometry has many more algorithms for various other tasks that one may wish to make
private. We refer the interested reader to the books [dBvKOS00, Hp11]. More importantly, the field of
computation geometry often deals solely with the given input and avoids any distributional assumptions.
Thus, it is unclear whether the results of many algorithms in computational geometry generalize should
the data be drawn i.i.d from some unknown distributionP . Tukey depth is, potentially, just one of many
possible ways to argue about generalizations of concepts in geometry, as other notions of depths have
been proposed and some do generalize [ZS00a].
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